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Many family farms closing

Farmers try to survive
by Cathy Clifford

Today's American family farmers
are starving.
Not for their last supper, but for a
morsel of hope for the dismal future
that awaits them. It seems ironic that
our nation's food suppliers should
have to deal with the burden of losing
their livelihood, but due to the lack of
cooperation on the part of the government as well as loan institutions, the
closing of family farms is becoming a
daily reality.
Doug Dailey, a Madison County
farmer and founder of the Family
Farm Movement, recently lost his
business to the Production Credit
Association. He received national attention by trying to halt the foreclosure process. Dailey is certainly not
alone in his struggle to survive in the
farming business.
"It isn't really one person or group's
fault - everyone has had a hand in the
plight that the family farmers face
today," Gary Campbell, a Cygnet,
Ohio, fanner and county president for
the Ohio Farmers Union, said. "Low
prices in comparison with the cost in
production is one of the reasons for
the financial deficits experienced by
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Gary Campbell

receive his fair share of the price.
the family farmers."
CAMPBELL produces corn, soy"ON THE market, corn is currently
beans and wheat. He began farming
part time in 1974, and when his father $2.13 a bushel, soybeans is $5.76, and
retired, he took over the farm full wheat $3.25," Campbell said. "Wheat
time.
when purchased by the - say bread
He farms 450 acres on a rental manufacturer - they only use three
basis. Although Campbell is having cents worth of wheat per loaf of
difficulty in farming today, he says it bread.
"Now when comparing those prices
was not always like this.
"Business was definitely prosper- with that of actual production of the
ous in 1974 - prices were in accord- staple itself, one can understand the
ance with the cost of production, as basic reason of whv it is becoming
well as the low interest rates, and increasingly difficult for the farmer
increase in land values," he said. to get ahead."
"But with inflation the farmers are
Agriculture plays a big part in the
finding
it very difficult to make ends
shaping of the American economy.
meet.1*
"If the agricultural business were
Campbell said times are so hard
that area farmers and their wives stable the economy would prosper,
said
Campbell. "Agriculture is the
have had to seek additional employment in order to supplement their number one money-making business
in the United States."
household income.
In agreement with Campbell is
"I know of one farmer that farms
600 acres and works a fulltime job," Charlie Nash, executive director of
he said. "That's how desperate many the Ohio Farmers Union.
"Success in agriculture is essential
farmers are."
Another interesting aspect of the for a healthy economy, agriculture is
farmers plight is the fact that they the backbone of this country," Nash
have no control over the prices at said.
Who is helping the family farmer?
which they sell their produce, or the
prices the consumer pays. The out- The government has implemented a
See FARM, page 5
come is that the farmer is the last to

Glenn says law might be reconsidered
By The Associated Press
An explosion rocked a Youngstown
trucking terminal and Ohio produce
merchants said shortages could develop by the weekend as striking
independent truckers kept their rigs
off the roads again yesterday
The strike and violence also caught
the official attention of two Washington lawmakers, who suggested action
Thursday toward ending it.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, said in
Columbus he would be willing to reconsider part of a federal law which
triggered the strike.

When the bill was under congressional consideration last fall, Glenn told
a news conference he was unhappy
with some of its provisions.
But he said he weighed the good
against the bad and voted for the bill.
Now, Glenn said, he thinks the law
which raised the federal gas tax and
increased other expenses for the
truckers might be re-examined.
He said he did not think the S-centsa-gallon gas tax increase itself caused
thesWkeV
"I think we may need to go back
and look at the user taxes. Trucks do

Study says: Ohio
bridges are safe
by Tamara Brown
reporter

Ohio's bridges are the third safest
in the nation, according to a recent
federal study of deficient bridges.
The study listed "Ohio third in
adequate national bridges and fourth
in adequate state bridges," Mary
Lynn Cappalletti, the Ohio Department of Transportation, said.
Cappalletti explained that "national bridges are either partially or
totally maintained through use of
federal funding. State bridges are
maintained through use of state
money, this includes all other bridges
within the state."
She attributes the good condition of
Ohio's bridges to a state law which
requires that all bridges be inspected
annually.
How, then, does Cappelletti explain
the recent collapse of a bridge in
Padding County?
She doesn't.

"The bridge in Paulding County
was relatively new and bad been
inspected within the last year and was
given a rating of seven," she said,
admitting the ODOT does not know
what caused the collapse.
Cappelletti explained that bridges
are rated on a scale of zero to nine,
and a seven is fairly good. A bridge
with a rating of four or lower, however, is rated "inadequate" and is
either repaired or closed.
DESPITE the good rating Ohio's
bridges have received, Wood County
Engineer Tony Allion, says the county's bridges are in "fair to average"
condition.
"There are a lot of bridges that
need to be either repaired or replaced," he said.
"There are 500 structures which we
would call bridges," he continued.
"Of those 500 bridges nearly 100 need
to be either repaired or replaced," he
see BRIDGE8, page 3

not operate at all that much profit,"
he said.
GLENN, WHO is campaigning for the
1984 Democratic presidential nomination, stressed he does not condone
the violence which has marred the
strike.
' Rep. Dennis Eckart, D-Ohio, said
he urged the White House to listen to
the grievances of independent truck
drivers, but only on condition that
they end the strike and the violence.
Eckart, of Lake County, said he
called the White House after getting
telephone calls from women in his

-

district whose truck driver husbands particularly
ways."
have been harassed.

our

interstate

high-

Eckart said he thought the presi THE FBI joined the investigation of
dent should get involved, but "we an explosion and fire that heavily
can't give into violence." He declined damaged the Interstate Motor
to identify to whom he had spoken at Freight Systems trucking terminal
the White House.
near Youngstown late Wednesday.
"I believe that by and large the
highways are safe,' said Gov. RichThe 11 p.m. blast damaged the roof,
ard Celeste, who has been meeting buckled a wall and blew off overhead
with state safety officials.
doors leading to the building's loading
dock, officials said. No one was in the
"We do have additional (troopers) building, and there were no injuries.
who are active to ensure the safety of
Miliard Roberts, agent-in-charge at
those who are using our highways. the Youngstown FBI office, said his

investigators were at the warehouse
Thursday along with agents of the
federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms.
"We have detected material at the
blast scene that indicates it could be a
criminal act," Wayne Lovan, a
Youngstown agent with the Bureau,
said. ' We found materials that are
associated with a bomb. We're treating it as a criminal investigation."
The blast buckled and punched a
hole in a concrete block wall and
broke windshields on several trucks
parked nearby, Roberts said.
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Ohio honors man who played 'E.T.'
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio Senate paid tribute yesterday to the late
Michael Patrick Bilon, the Ohio actor who helped play the starring role in
the motion picture "E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial."
Bilon, 35, died in a Youngstown hospital of complications from an
infection.
The 2-f oot-10 actor was one of three people who donned the 40-pound
E.T. suit to portray the visitor from outer space in the film.
A resolution, sponsored by Senate President Harry Meshel, D-Youn§stown, was adopted Thursday expressing condolences to Bilon's family
and friends.
"Through Michael Bilon's portrayal of the alien being in 'E.T.: The
Extra-Terrestrial,' he touched the hearts and imaginations of millions
the world over," the resolution said.
"Rarely does an actor have the opportunity to make such a memorable
contribution to his art," it said.
Bilon was a 1972 graduate of Youngstown State University where be
earned degrees in speech and drama.
A bone impairment was responsible for his smallness.

Weather
Cloudy and cold today with a high near 25. Clearing and turning colder
tonight. Low of about 10.

Inside

-Students study and travel in England. See page three.
-Hockey isn't just a man's sport. See page four.
-Looking for a job? Check The Weekeader for some possible ideas.
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solitary figure adds tracks to Thursday's snowfall, creating an Interesting pattern as seen from the third floor of
University Hall.
A

Celeste income taxes criticized
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio Sen- spent over the long run.
"That strikes me as absurd," said
ate's top Republican yesterday accused Gov. Richard Celeste of Gillmor, R-Port Clinton, who earlier
exaggerating the state's financial complained that Republicans weren't
problems so he can raise taxes and consulted in advance about the fiscal
get extra money for programs not yet program Celeste outlined on Tuesday.
unveiled.
In a speech to the Legislature this
Senate Minority Leader Paul GU- week. Celeste called for s 90 percent
lmor said the new Democratic gover- increase in the Ohio personal income
nor "wants to permanently double the tax. He also ordered $282 million in
state income tax" to deal with a state government spending cuts for
temporary budget deficit - and not the remainder of the fiscal year,
say now the extra money would be which ends June 30.

Gillmor said the size of the current
deficit, estimated by Celeste at fS28
million, could be substantially
smaller.
ALTHOUGH TAX revenues in the
first six months of the current fiscal
year were below estimates, Gillmor
said state income in January was $29
million above estimates.
"If Celeste's estimates are correct
revenue collection would fall about
$86 million a month for the next five
months, which is almost double per

month the combined amount of revenue for the first seven months (of the
fiscal year) to date," Gillmor said.
Celeste's budget director, Cristina
Sale, conceded to lawmakers at s
hearing Wednesday she used conservative estimates of how much the
economy might improve.
She and other Celeste advisers said
the estimates of the previous Republican administration were too optimistic, resulting in two budget
revisions in IS months.
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Choosing between lines not easy
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My friend Ludwig ii a smart dude
with a pair of rnasklng-Uped specs,
an eighteen-function calculator on one
hip and a slide-rule on the other. He
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Mansfield closing
aids rehabilitation
The Ohio Reformatory at Mansfield has long been a
blight on the reputation of this state. Conditions at
the prison are terribly inhumane and have been so for
quite some time.
The decision to build new prisons to replace the aging
facility was long overdue. We applaud all those whose
dedication and efforts finally forced the state to announce plans to close the prison.
In an agreement filed on Friday the state pledged to
close the prison by 1987 and to complete sweeping
reforms until then. Once the facility is closed, the
inmates will be moved to new prisons being built in
Cleveland and Dayton. Until then there will be widespread reforms in sanitation, food, fire safety, visitation
and staffing.
If we expect our prison system to rehabilitate criminals we must insure that conditions within our prisons
are humane. A man simply cannot be taught to behave
like a responsible human being when being treated like
an animal.
There is need for reform in all of Ohio's incarceration
facilities. Older facilities must be renovated or replaced
and conditions within these facilities must constantly be
monitored.
Citizens can aid in this effort by volunteering for
various prison reform groups like those which forced
the closing of Mansfield. Many prisoners are also in
need of people who are willing to take time to write them
and show that others really do care about them.
The News considers the successful rehabilitation of
criminals to be a vital obligation of society. We support
every effort to insure this function is performed.

COMMENTARY
By Karen Sandstrom

has come up with a formula for predicting life expectancy among University grads. Part of the formula
says that the number of quarts of
Msalox a person Ingests during his
stay here Is directly proportional to
the number of lines he has stood in
since his freshman year.
Gastric acid increases eleven-fold
for every seemingly innocuous hour
we stand in line at the Bursar's office,
the cafeteria and registration, Ludwig says. He was explaining this to
me last Tuesday ss I was wrestling
with the question of where to spend
the night: In line st the placement
office or in line in front of the Union to
get tickets for the spring concert.
Ludwig's brow furrowed, and he
scratched his pockmarked face.
"You see, my deeuh, every minute
zat you vait in line outside is tvice ss
had for you as ven you vait Inside.
And se more you dee-sire ze sing at ze
end of ze line, ze more anxious you
become."
Lodwig smiled and tugged at his

w

pants. He was right. I knew that it
could be detrimental for me to vait
outside for either sing, whether it be a
chance for an interview with a Big
Bight company or tickets to the rock
concert.
So I called my boyfriend Cheap
Petey, and asked his opinion.
"Well, it comes down to this, Karen," Petey said in his most paternal
voice. "You either shell out eight
bucks (Petey didn't offer to pay for
my ticket) and go see a concert, have
an hour or two ot pleasure, or you wait
in line for a night, miss a few hours'
sleep and get a shot for the career of a
lifetime. Tough choice, I realize, but
think it out thoroughly."
Petey was right. I had to make a
responsible decision here. Did Mom
and Dad send me to college so I could
go be a rock band groupie? NO!!!
They sent me here to make myself a
marketable entity, and to become
independent and someday slither
around in a veritable swamp of bucks.
Then again, I was young yet. It just
doesn't seem like a professional thing
to have to do: Line up at placement
outside in single digit weather, enveloped in a Mary Poppins sleeping bag
with a box of chocolate chip cookies at
my feet so I could obtain a position as
a public relations executive at General Motors.
On the other hand, I could justify
freezing my keister off for front row
seats to see the sexiest lead singer

gJOTWEreSB-

this side of the Mississippi.
The decision was made. There would
be other interviews, I thought, as I
coddled my pillow and dozed on the
shoulder of the man in front of me
outside the Union.
I awoke about dawn Wednesday
morning to the sound of congested
nostrils dripping and snoring. God, I
thought Is uus what life is about?,
Would the sexy lead singer wait in line
for hours to get tickets to see ME?
I looked at my watch, which said
something around 6:30 a.m. Only an
hour and a half to go before the line
starts to move. I shuffled around the
bottom of my Mary Poppins sleeping
bag and found the bottle. I had ceased
taking Maalox by the spoonful, and
put the chalk-encircled tip of the
bottle to my mouth. The stuff was
damn near frozen, but I swallowed as
much as I could drain. Suddenly, a
voice from the back of the line was
whispering my name. Considerate
person, I thought, trying not to
awaken any of the other sleepers. I
turned to see who it was, and lo and
behold, Ludwig's bright, blemished
countenance poked up from the snoozing
lot.
T
'Karen,Ijustcan'tdoit!Ihaftogo
stand in line at ze placement building.
My careeuh depends on it! Vil you buy
my Ucketz for me?
^'Lud!! Geez, I didn't know you
were into rock! Sure, I'll buy your
tickets!"

Ludwig got out of line to bring me
bis money and the harmless bunch of
sleeping babes instinctively rolled
forward one person-width.
At S a.m., the line began to move. I
was trying to keep my mind off the
fact that there were people now getting interviews for what would be
their first Jobs. Ludwig himself probably was on the payroll at Owens-Illinois by now. Another gulp of the white
stuff.
Still, I thought, this was gonna be a
great show. I hadn't seen these guys
on stage in a while, and I'd worked
hard lately. I deserved a rock and roll
break. I rolled up Mary Poppins and
threw her over my shoulder. She hit
the girl behind me, who proceeded to
jab me in the back.
I had timed the whole thing perfectly, though. At 9:30 Wednesday
morning my Maalox dripped its last
drop of liquid chalk, and my anxiousness and waiting were over. I reached
the box office and practically shoved
my 134 down the clerk's throat.
"FOUR TICKETS FOR THE MICHAEL STANLEY BAND,
PLEASE!!!"
"Michael who? Honey, this is the
line for the Stray Cats. Where you
been?"
Karen Sandstrom Is News Editor
for the News. She is a senior journalism major.
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Reagan works best
with his mouth shut
The journalist Murray Kempton
has noticed the way Americans use
"so-called" as an all-purpose disclaimer. When a Southern taxi driver

COMMENTARY
by Gary Wills
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balked at taking Kempton to Martin
Luther King's headquarters, Kempton got him to go by asking for the
"so-called Dr. King.'"' That is the kind
of phrase President Reagan used in
his Boston comments on taxing the
rich, "whoever the rich are supposed
to be."
The rich always talk like that, treating the very notion of riches as a
myth. In their own minds, they are
always the "so-called rich." The few
rich people I have known all talked
poor. This class bias was the truly
revealing thing about the president's
praise of tax breaks and his attack on
corporate taxes.
Ronald Reagan's managers just
can't win. They have to produce tneir
handsome bit of horseflesh at sufficiently regular intervals to show he
has not flipped out entirely or died in
his sleep. But every time they let him
out, they run the risk of letting him
speak where he can be heard. They
havS tried to limit the damage by
keeping his press conferences mfreSuent and hedging them with condions. He often announces at the
outset what subject he is not talking
about that day - which is usually the
one reporters most want to hear about
(and thus the one his keepers want to
keep him away from).

Columnist George Will said the
president was right, that corporate
taxes should be abolished, and it is the
job of the press to defend a move the
administration denies that it is making.
There is a case to be made for
abolishing corporate taxes - on the
same principle that makes some
claim we should stop taxing savings.
Both steps would aid captial accumulation of the Japanese sort But Reagan, in his brief comments, did not
make this argument. He said the
same tax revenue would be generated
from the increased income of corporate stockholders.

ACTUALLY, ABOLITION of the
corporate tax would lead to greater
reinvestment, not simply to greater
profits. And more money would be
taken from *he corporations, by executive officers, in the form of "perks"
and benefits, rather than in overt
profit - again, what happens in Japan.
There would be some loss of tax
revenue, to be balanced by increased
productivity, perhaps.
But the economic argument for
abolishing this tax is impractical until
one has made a political argument - a
difficult argument to male at any
time, and even more difficult in our
troubled times. For the idea to be
taken seriously, its introduction
would have to he carefully orchestrated. It would have to seem innocent
of class bias, based on solid research
and supported by segments of the
community beyond the move's immediate beneficiaries.
The president, by contrast, brought
up the idea while talking in the class
code of the rich, without prior warning, without any depth of support even
in his own administration. If this tax
cut is a good idea, Reagan set it back,
making it doubly dangerous now for
Republicans to get anywhere near it.
Behind the myth of "the great communicator" lies an entirely contrary
reality - that the best way to hurt an
idea is to let Ronald Reagan propose
it. Otherwise, why would the president's managers put at the very top of
their list of priorities the task of
keeping the great communicator incommunicado?

AND NOW THE president has
added a new twist, asking that questioners stick to one subject at a tune,
so be does not have new things sprung
on him constantly, at the risk of
slipping into a perilous candor.
As soon as the president called for
"courage" to attack so-called corporate taxes, part of bis administration said the courage extended only to
considering whether such an attack
was merited, while another part of It
said the subject was buried forever.
Press spokesman Larry Speakes implied that it is unfair to quote the
Gary Wills la a syndicated columnpresident when he is talking non- ist from Boston, ms columns appear
regularly in the News.
sense.
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University rules
Ignore maturity
As I write this, I am sitting in the
Math-Science Library, gloating
over
a little sign above that reads:7'After
Jan. 1,1983, food, drink and smoking
will not be allowed in the library." As
I take another drink of my Coke, I
begin to fume as I think of all the
"policy changes" this Uiuversity is
undergoing. There are several things
I simply do not understand.
First, according to this nation and
the state, I am responsible enough to
vote, I am responsible enough to
drink, I can sign s contract and even

''"'".""'
get married, but for some reason I
can not drink pop in the library. It is
my understanding that student monitors now roam the Main (Jerome)
Library looking for violators of this
new policy. I feel this is no longer a
university, but a big high school.
The administration has also made
changes in the student code which will
allow the University more jurisdiction over the action of off-campus
students. Why? I do not understand.
In my three years here, I have
learned, grown and matured, and I
feel that lean take responsibility for
myself. In the few short years we, as
students, are at this University, we
are expected to make decisions that
will guide us the rest of our lives. We

'
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are expected to take the responsiblity derstand. Granted, many scheduling
of planning our futures, yet we are conflicts are no fault of the Univertold we are not responsible enough to sity, but they are no fault of the
live in an off-campus apartment or student either, and it is the student
who winds up paying.
drink or eat in the library.
My overall complaint is that stuA second thing I do not understand
is the strict, short, schedule changing dents are powerless to affect any of
policy. Unlike the past, we have one these changes. This administration,
week, often only two class periods, to and the University in general, looks
determine whether or not a class upon the student body as children
should be taken pass/fail or for a incapable of nnHng decisions for
grade. For many students, this is an themselves, and too often the buImportant decision, as I am sure that reaucratic inertia does nothing but
every student can attest to the effects stymie progress that can be made to
of one C along with A's and B's on a promote student rights and enhance
grade card. And, why the University growth.
charges students for changing schedJohn R. Muolliuor
ules that the University's computer
IIORodews
produces as "partial," I'll never un-

HOTEL AMERICA

by John Ambrosovoge
LOOK.VELMA.I
JUST6RAPUATEP
H»M HIGH SCHOOL/

RESPOND

The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Quest columns from members of
the University community are
edly accepted. If you would like
write s 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
tor verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 300 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
901 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. AD submissions are subJect to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
TV BG News
IN University Hall
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Americans learn about England
by June Remley
staff reporter

When asked to picture an Englishman. Americans might envision
a monocle, tweed suit and walking
stick, without ever coming near England. Wrong again, ducks.
JoAnn Buck, a senior journalism
major, and Mitzi Cassel, a sophomore
retailing major, learned to know England first-hand last semester, from
September to December. They and
five other students traveled to the
University of Bath through International Programs on about $5,000,
according to Jeff Grilliot, assistant
director of International Programs.
Cassel described the English as
friendly and loyal "once they know
you're okay - not phony. If they know
Ei want to know them as people, not
1 to get something out of it. It may
e two minutes. It may take two
hours ... You have to put forth the
first effort."
While some Americans know England only through reruns of "Mary
Poppins," many Englishmen believe
the Ewings of "Dallas" to be the

typical American family, according two elderly women and asked them to
to Cassel.
recommend a motel.
"ONE OF THEM took me to her
ENGLISHMEN are not aware of
house,
made me dinner, put me to
differences between individual states,
and perceive America to be a wealthy bed, made me breakfast, helped me
country, Cassel said. The cost of liv- make my travel plans,' and wouldn't
ing in England is much higher than take a cent for it, Cassel said.
Only once did Buck have a "shaky"
the minimum wage, while in America
experience. She accepted a ride from
the reverse is true.
Differences in values also set the a man who began describing a string
of murders by the Yorkshire Ripper.
countries apart.
"He said 'this is the anniversary of
"Americans value monetary
wealth, nice cars and homes," Cassel his (the murderer's) last killing' and I
said, while Englishmen spend more almost unlocked the door, ready to
on food, entertainment and travel.
jump out."
Another man offered Buck a ride
Since classes at the University of
Bath begin in October, the American and described his dislike for Ameristudents spent four weeks traveling cans. "He said he'd rather be red than
yank, but he still wanted to give us a
and sightseeing.
Hitchhiking and traveling alone are ride," Buck said.
Anti-American feelings bothered
not only common, but safe practices
in England, according to Buck. Total Buck most in England, until she heard
strangers can become friends.
two elderly women discussing AmerBuck and a friend met a 54-year-old ica.
man who took them on a 10-hour
"One of them said, 'But you know, I
hiking trip over three mountains the think they do more than any other
country to keeppeace in the world,' "
same day.
When Cassel toured Dublin alone, Buck said. "When she said that, it
she found herself on a bus with no kind of cancelled out the other
sleeping arrangements. She turned to things."

IN OCTOBER, classes at the University of Bath resumed. Only 4 percent of English high school students
attend college, and these few are
more motivated and serious than
American college students, according
to Buck.
While classes at this University
often involve at least two exams.
papers and quizzes, The University of
Bath courses may involve one final or
onepaper.
"They (instructors) might say.
'here's a couple of books, go read
them,' " Grilliot said. He added objective tests are seldom used.
Although English students are competitive and studious, they too enjoy
going uptown. Pubs are popular, although closing time is at 10:30 p.m.
From there, more motivated students
visit nightclubs until 2 a.m., Cassel
said.
Buck said she intends to return to
England in May and even considers
living there. "It's hard to say I'd give
up my country. But England would be
very easy to live in ... I could easily
make it my home."

Bridges
. . . from Page 1 said.

The 100 bridges, which Allion said
he feels need repairs, are safe. However, he added they are only safe if
people obey the signs.
"We sign all of the bridges with two

signs. At least one a half mile ahead of
time, and another sign on the bridge,"
he said. "The signs indicate the maximum load limit.
"We have sacrificed our road-laying plans in the past, just to try to

keep up with bridge repairs," he said.

lion.

The annual budget of $3 million the
department receives for road repairs
"needs to be doubled just to catch up
with the problem," according to Al-

He said the average cost to repair a
bridge is $75,000. With 100 bridges
needing repairs it would take a budget
of $7.5 million to make all the repairs.

TWI-NIGHT RETREAT:
FEB. 6, 5:30-9:30 P.M.
ST. THOMAS MORE CENTER
425 THURSTIN
REGISTRATION: (419) 255-3609
FILM FESTIVAL: FEB. 7, 11 A.M. 4 P.M.
FORT ROOM, FL. 3, STUDENT UNION

YOUR NOW AND YOUR FUTURE: FEB 7, 7-9 P.M.
FORT ROOM, STUDENT UNION

COLLEGE AGE AND OLDER -■ NO CHARGE
ST. THOMAS MORE <S TOLEDO VOCATION DEPT

na or
[ ' ««* designed
to help the undecided
Leslie said, adding that it will be a
very informal affair.

by Mary Soltyi
reporter

They are calling it "A 'Major'
Event." The University Division and
the College of Arts and Sciences invite
interested students to join them Feb. 8
and 15 for an informal program to
help students decide which major to
choose.
"Basically, the idea is to try and
give students here at the University any students, not just UD (University
Division) students - a chance to talk
with faculty members in a variety of
majors in the College of Arts and
Sciences," Dr. Joan Morgan, director
of University Division, said.
Morgan added that plans include
having the same type of program in
the other colleges, such as the College
of Business Administration and the
College of Health and Community
Services. She said the College of Education already has held several seminars.
Morgan, along with Roberta Leslie,
academic adviser with University
Division, and Darlene Thomas, academic adviser with the College of Arts
and Sciences, are the coordinators of
the program. Morgan said the program was attempted several years
ago, but failed due to lack of student
interest.
"We just want students to drop in,"

SHE SAID the program will be similar to "preview day" in that different
tables will be set up around the
lounges. Faculty members will be
present at each table to answer any
questions and ask students to express
interests in particular areas. She
added that some faculty members
will have information flyers and pamphlets that students can take to read.
Morgan said there will be approximately 30 faculty members involved.
The Feb. 8 session will be specifically
for those interested in art, English,
environmental studies, ethnic studies,
fashion merchandising, geography,
history, interior design, political science, pre-law, psychology, sociology,
and women's studies.
The Feb. 15 session will be for those
interested in American Studies, biology, chemistry, computer science,
geology, German-Russian, mathematics and statistics, philosophy,
eysics, popular culture, romance
iguages and speech communication.
The programs will be held in Founders Quadrangle lounge and in Prout
Hall lounge between 6:30 p.m. and 8
p.m.
They are being held in residence
halls with the idea that more students
will be attracted to it, Leslie said.
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The Bowling Green State University

BOARD OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

£ Wooster® Slate St.
353-8735

is now accepting applications for

EDITOR OF
THE BG NEWS

Term Beginning: Spring Break 1983
until Spring Break 1984
(excluding summer)
Application* Available: 106 University Hall
Deadline: 5:00 P.M., Friday, February 4
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Imagine time-traveling
from the era of the dinosaurs
to the age of the stars.
Discovering the secrets of a
Mayan pyramid. Dining
beneath the Eiffel Tower.
Spiraling through the
universe inside an 18-story
sphere.
Now, imagine doing it all
in one place: Walt Disney
World Epcot Center.
Wherever your spring
break takes you in
Florida, you'll be just
a step away from
the wonder all
the world is
talking about.

SUNDAY
MUNCH
10 AM-6 PM

A single-day admission to
this new world of wonder is
only $15, and a three-day
World Passport — allowing
admission to both Epcot
Center and the Magic
Kingdom — is just $35.
This year make your visit to
Florida more than a break.
Make it a break away from
the world of today.
And an adventure into the
dreams of tomorrow.

theatres that move,
and the largest 3-dimensional film ever
produced.
In World Showcase,
you'll travel through the
cultures of nine nations in
detailed recreations of
the world's great cities, landmarks, and landscapes. You'll
sip ale in an English pub.
Watch the secrets of China
unfold in a film which surrounds you. Sample incomparable Fettuccine in the dining
rooms of Alfredo's the Original
of Rome.
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'It's like an addiction'

Woman 'loves' playing hockey
by Carole Hornberger
reporter
"It is like an addiction. It is in your
blood and you can't escape it,'* remarked NikJd Vescovi as she commented on her favorite sport -hockey.
"I guess it all started wrhen I came
to the University my freshman year,"
NUdd (or Nicolene, as she's formally
called) explained. "I came from London. England, and had never seen a
hockey game.
"It (OTB) was a great year for the
hockey team. The game was so exciting that I wanted to know more about
And, Vescovi did just that. Through
four and a half years at the University, she has become a complete devotee to the game as not only a fan, but
also a competitive player.
According to her advanced hockey
instructor, Terry Flanagan, she is
completely taken by the sport.
"She has an avid love for hockey
and because of this she is willing to
work hard for the sport," he said.
DESPITE HER deceiving petite,
blonde looks, Vescovi is very much a
hard worker. After taking an introductory hockey course, she found that
she enjoyed it and continued on to
more classes.
"I didn't know if I could actually do
it," she said. "I came from London
not knowing how to skate at all.
"I loved the class and wanted to

continue. It was a challenge I had to
take."
A challenge it was. Vescovi began
as being one of the few girls in a
hockey class, and she is now the only
girl in her advanced hockey class.

further her hockey love and form her
own teams outside of class. She became captain of an all-men's intramural team from Darrow her
sophomore, year. She also became a
statistician for the club and hockey
teams.

"At first they (the men in the class)
looked at me with disbelief, but once I
showed them that I could do it they
began to treat me like one of the team
members," she said.
She credits some of her talents to
the other players in her classes.
"They all took the time to help me. I

"All this helped me learn more
about techniques and strategies, plus
it gave me the right connections to
form my own team," she said.
Vescovi used her knowledge and
her enthusiasm and formed a team
called, "Nikki's Nikes."

gained a lot of technique insight from
them," she remarked.
Kevin Snynk, a senior in her class
this semester, credits her with quite a
few good hockey moves.

"WE WERE rusty the first year, but
the second year I became a 'George
Steinbeck' recruiting all the guys I
could find," she said. "We did well
that year, beating the number one
team."

"I PLAYED against her in intramurals," he said. "We did not do very
She said Nikki's Nikes play in the
spring league set up by the school.
well. She had a good team."
Vescovi also said she had the priv- They are 24 so far in intramurals.
ilege of learning from many hockey
"They (her team players) all work
instructors.
very well. They listen and don't show
off. I feel that everyone on the team is
"I got many different teaching special and contributes to the complete team, which is essential," she
methods which was very interesting,
said.
she said.
Instructor Flanagan said Vescovi
This team togetherness comes
skates well and fits in fine.
"She does not do anything better or through when Vescovi describes some
worse than anyone else, but she of their support when the puck hits
skates well and is very much ac- hard.
According to Vescovi, violence is
cepted," be explained.
This acceptance enabled Vescovi to not a ma or concern.

"In the league games there is no
checking (hitting), like the varsity
games. The game is played a lot
smoother and fast," she said.
She said that although she has been
hit, like every other sport, taking the
risk is part of the game.
"One thing I have learned is to
skate with my head up or bang!" she
said.
SHE ADDED player's can't be afraid
to "go for it."
"If you are," she said,"you will get
hurt.
"I was on the verge of tears when
one of my teammates yelled, 'What
are you crying
for? Hockey players
don•tcI■y!,^•
Vescovi laughed at his remark and
said hockey is an exciting game, and
it gave her something to fall back on.
She recalls one time in her life when
she desperately needed something to
fall back on.
"Hockey played an important part
when my Frazee apartment caught on
fire (Spring 1982)/' she explained. "I
lost everything accept my hockey
equipment, which was locked up in
the ice arena. Hockey gave me something to look toward to. It was fun."
Vescovi said she would like to continue having fun with hockey. As an
advertising major, she would like to
work for the varsity team in sales or
possibly work with children.

Congratulations

I would love to keep skating and
wherever I go," she said,
is an addiction. I just can't
it out of my blood."

New Little Sis Actives of
BETA THETA PHI

Karen Callahan
Kim Davis
Joni Hardman

Susie Headlee
Joyce Jackson
Sandy Mendak
Cathy White

Shari Phipps
Debee Swisher
Debbe Voshell

&

SKI TRIP

Rifle range keeps busy

appafloyy<
HALF

includes-

• 6 per room w/kitchenette
• Swimming pool

2 DAYS SKIING
• 1st day at Schuss Mountain
• 2nd day at Crystal Mountain

Maumee 228 W Wayne SI 893 8238
Toledo-3151 W Central 535 3262
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"WE-NESS" AWARDS

| WE-NESS — CONCERN FOR OTHERS,!
FRIENDLINESS,
HELPFULLNESS AND KINDNESS!!!
These people have been selected as recipients of
the prestigious "We-Ness" Awards. Their kindness
and helpfullness towards students has been noticed
and is appreciated. Many thanks to them. Their efforts
single them out, and they are to be highly commended.

*
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MICKEY COCHRANE
Associate Prof«ssor-HPER
ARLA DALGLEISH '

ONLY $45.00
Organizational Meeting
Eppler South
Rm. 101 6:00 pm

The University Rifle
Range in 40 Hayes Hall
probably goes unnoticed
by most students.
"Except for the janitors,
members of the Rifle

winter sweaters sportswear,
accessories, etc.

i

2 NITES LODGING

by Jeff Jimei
reporter

CLEARAWAY

50% off

A

FEBRUARY 25 - 27

PRICE

• NANCY HOF
Assistant Director of Greek Life

DICK LENHART

Otk-UnkMi Front Desk

Associate Dean of Students

GREGG DECRANE

EDNA MILLER

j

Team, and students of Military Science 102 courses,
the range is basically unknown to most people."
Captain John Cogley of the
University military science department, said.
Cogley said the range
consists of five firing positions with targets at a SO
foot range and an arsenal
of .22 caliber Olympicstyle- rifles, used By the
KmefTeam for competition
and by the military science
students.
"This caliber (.22) is the
limit we allow neoDle to
use on the range." Cogley
said. "Not only do we use
rifles on the range, but also
.22 caliber handguns.
"The Bowling Green National Guard Unit also uses
the range for practice.
They can use their M-16
rifles here only if they use
a sub-caliber device to alter to the .22 limit."

j

Director Student Organizations and New Programs

Desk rUcepbotusi-Offenhaaer West

PAULINE GAMBY

JOHN PIPER

;

Cashler-Prout Cafeteria

Associate Professor-HPER

£j

DEBBIE HELM

JANE STEINHART

Secretary-Office of Admissions

Cook-Chl Omega

.CONGRATULATIONS-KEEPUP THE GOOD |
WORK!!!

TONITE - FEB. 4

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Nikki Vescovi

OTHER GROUPS keep the
range busy, too. The University Rifle Team uses
the range for practices on
Wednesday and Thursday
nights, and a Bowling
Green city team uses the

range on Tuesday nights.
"The University team
uses the range only for
Sictice, due to it's size,"
gley said. "This will be
the first year the team will
not hold matches here.
Bowling Green's range
can't compete with other
University ranges with 10
to 20 point positions."
Sergeant Major Ivan
Gibbs, military science instructor, said, "Guns have
done more harm than good
over the years. However,
here at the range we emphasize safety. This is our
main concern with the
marksmanship classes, as
well as teaching students
how to handle a firearm.
"The range is inspected
yearly by OHSA (Occupational Health and Safety
Administration) for safety
and regulation purposes,'
Cogley said. "For its age,
the range is in good condition.
"The ventilation system
is not good, but (it's) acceptable. Other than this,
the only major problem is
the small size of the
range."

Bagels Cakes Fndga Choc. Mouss* Cheesecake Bagel;

JACK'S
BAKERY

The "We-Ness" Committee
WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS i

Ti
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»
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Buy one Bagel with Cream f
Cheese and Get one Free
THURSDAY,
FEB 1"
CAKEWALKIN'
JAZZ BAND ,

Falcon's Nest
9 p.m.-Mid.
Proof of Age (19)

HAPPY
HOURS

Falcon's Nest
2:30-5 p.m.
proof of age (19)

FRIDAY, FEB. 11

SATURDAY.
FEB 12
Casino
Live
entertainment
Painting
Food
Palm reader
Comedians
Games

WARD I GRAS
A University Activities Organization Event

MARDI GRAS

DON'T MISS
THIS
CHANCE

!

i

1448 E. Wooiier Si.
Behind Finder's Eau
Hour. Ml «. Ill Sal A Sun 'I HI
Prsssnt INS coupon

364-1001

Expires 2/5/83
Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Ch—feale Bagels'

Meadowview Court
Apartments
Open Saturday 12 to 4

214 ftapotoon told

FOR A GOOD TIME

(

Bowling Gram, OH 352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•a* utilities included •gas heat •laundry
facilities •drapes •carpet •party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnisnea $250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$285-furnished $265-unfurnished
plus lights

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumished$200-unfumished
all utilities included separate bedroom
rw»aiaJir«a»Clwrri»id

fW» Sa. «*M ■» Hut
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Pageant:

Faculty looks at transfer woes

This time 'beauty' isn't everything
by Mark Dlvlncenzo
reporter

Bert Parks won't be
singing "Here she comes,
Mis* BGSU... "Saturday
night at the Miss BGSU
Scholarship Pageant in Kobacker Hall. No, he doesn't
have laryngitis.
The fact &, he won't even
be the emcee for the show,
but it doesn't matter. And
it doesn't matter that
beauty won't be foremost
in the judges' minds when
the time comes for them to
cast their ballots.
What's that? A beauty
^Seanl where beauty isn't
; most important criteria? A beauty pageant
where no one's selling sex?
That's right. This will be
far from a meat market no perversions or sex scandals here. Even the name
suggests that. It's a "scholarship" pageant not a
"beauty" pageant.
The differences between

Farm

. . . from page 1
set-a-side program, in
which the farmer is paid in
advance for a percentage
of his farm land not in use.

"OF COURSE, this new
program will help, but it
certainly isn't the solution," stated Campbell.
"There needs to be more
cooperative effort among
the lending institutions,
and the government, as
well as the farmers, in
order to brine about a positive change.
The American public can

the two go much deeper
than just their names, Ray
Farley, executive director
of the pageant, said. The
beauty pageant contestant
and the scholarship pageant contestant can almost
never be compared - and
for obvious reasons.

The talent part of the
show holds the most weight
(50 percent of the scoring),
Farley said, and is worth
as much as the interview,
swimsuit and evening
gown portions.
"A girl who is considered
average-looking or even
unattractive can win just
as easily as a pretty girl
can," Farley said. "The
girl who enters this pageant must be talented and
confident. The key is selfconfidence."

"SCORING in beauty i
eants like the Miss
and Miss Universe pageants are based primarily
on looks," Farley, a senior
interpersonal and public
communication major,
said. "If a girl has a pretty
enough face and body,
she'll win - plain and simple. It's all jiggle-Jiggle."
However, judging of a
scholarship pageant like
Miss Ohio and Miss America follows a more complex
scoring system, Farley
said. Contestants of the
Miss BGSU pageant will
score high, Farley said, if
they show talent, intelligence and poise.

LAST SEPTEMBER, 50
girls gathered at an organizational meeting, all hoping that, with a lot of hard
work and a little luck, they
could wear the crown proclaiming them Miss BGSU
1983. From there it's the
Miss Ohio pageant, and,
who knows, maybe even
Miss America.
First prize is $200, and
the entry fee and wardrobe
for the Miss Ohio pageant.

After many months of
Informational meetings
several girls, reducing the
mpetiuon to 20.
The Miss BGSU pageant
is the only student-run pageant in Ohio, and if that
sounds impressive, it's the
only student-run pageant
in the United States that is
affiliated with the Miss
America pageant.
"We're just a bunch of
students putting this thing
on," Farley said. He added
over 200 students have
worked on the show since
September.
The Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils are
sponsoring the pageant
this year, and, by the way,
co-emcees for the pageant
will be Dawn Meadows,
former Miss BGSU, and
Carolyn Clark, Miss Warren Reserve.
Maybe next year, Bert.

by Janet Boyer
reporter
Taking 18 hours of
classes may not seem unusual to many students but
to re-take 18 hours of
classes probably seems ridiculous.
However, Christie Redman has to do just that
because she transferred to
the University.
Eighteen credit hours
Redman took at Cedarville
College in Cedarville,
Ohio, did not transfer and
she is forced to repeat
many classes.
Problems like this are
not uncommon for transfer
students. Besides credit
transfers, other problems
encountered by transfer
students involve registration and advisement, Dr.
Richard Eakin, executive
vice provost for planning
and budgeting said.
According to Eakin, concern among faculty and
staff is increasing about
how to improve the transfer program. As a result,
Eakin recently called for a
meeting of several faculty

spflnHvy

help implement a change
as well, according to Nash.
"They can help the farmer
by becoming aware of the
problems they face," Nash
said.
Nash added that "agriculture should stay in the
hands of the family
farmer. If put in the hands
of the corporations, that
would mean an increase in
food prices - the American
public is currently paying
only 17 percent of their
income on food, which is
the lowest percentage in
the nation."

GOOD 1YME SALOON
50s • 60s • 70s NIGHT
DANCING WITH JIM LIEBER

' MONDAY *

members to review the entire transfer program and
see bow the University
might improve it.
''One way the University
plans to aid the transfer
student," said Eakin, "is
to improve the communication flow between the
Office of Admissions, the
Registrar's office and the
college offices."
THE MAJOR concern at
the meeting was how the
University will accomodate the needs for an increased number of
transfer students expected
for next year. The improvement would help in

advising the transfer student on what classes
should be taken, Eakin
said.
Another area in which
improvement is being
sought is in the orientation
program.
According to Gregg De
Crane, director of Student
Organizations and New
Student programs, the office is not aware of many
problems because transfer
students have not expressed their views. Once
this is done the office will
have a better understanding of how to accomodate

the transfer students
needs, De Crane said.
Currently there are only
slight differences between
the orientation programs
for incoming freshmen and
transfer students, and De
Crane said because of this,
a transfer student may not
get their specific questions
answered.
De Crane said a possible
solution to this problem is
to compile a booklet of
questions commonly asked
by transfer students. However, the expense of printing such a booklet may
prevent this from happening, Eakin said.

BG
APARTMENTS
818-822 Second St.
•Two bedroom, four person
•Gas heat & all utilities
furnished except electric
•Laundry, Air Conditioning
•$615 per person per semester
352-7454

* TUESDAY *ALL FAMOUS DIMES FOR DAMES'
LADIES FREE
* WEDNESDAY *
POUNDER NIGHT •
COLLEGE I D.
* THURSDAY *

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

LADIES REGRESSIVE NIGHT
WILD SPECIALS ALL NIGHT'

* FRIDAY & SATURDAY *
WHEEL SPECIALS • ALL NIGHT LONG*

Preferred Properties Co.
835 High St. - Rental Office

miss

Located el New Cherrywood Health Spa

Phone 352-9373 ,..

m

9:09 »4ffP Monday.t-Friday...

■

• <

VALAGRAMS

Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont - 8th 4 High St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. ■ Manvllle between 6th & 7th St.
HOUSES
Feature*:
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
iVibath
1 bedroom • carpeted and furnished
Cablevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays
Special Features
STOP IN AND VISIT OUR CHERRYWOOD FACILITIES

"SEEING IS BELIEVING"
Other Rentals
Houses, aftIclancles; 1 bdrm.
Furnished k Unfurnished

PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HK3H ST.
820 8th St.
840 8th St.
Open M-F 9-4:30

Open Sat. 12-4

ION LEASING FOR SUMMER I FALL INS
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpeted
•Food Waste DIsposal'Bath and 1/2
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays
•Gas Hot Water-Landlord Pays
•Gas Range-Landlord Pays
*•'RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)***
•SPECIAL FEATURES*
.
* Cablevision Available 'Patios and Balconies
'Large Closet Space 'Soundproofing
•9 or 12 Month Lease 'Plenty of Ample Parking
* Laundry Facilities In Buildings

CNEIIVNON BEAUl SPA
Complete Facllltlet lor man and woman
•Hydra-Spa Whirlpool
'Indoor Heated Pool
•Mates Sauna
•Sun Lampa
•Shower Maaaaga
•Nawly BuW
•Complete Exersice Equipment
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
'PTofeaatenaUy qualified Instructor* and ataff
•OutaWe Recreation
•Lounoa/Snack Bar

Only $375.00/month
Ph.# 352-9378

Rental Office: 835 High St.

Send your sweetheart, roommate, prof, neighbor
buddy a personalized paper "heart" message.

00
50 cents
per gram

Feb. 7,8,9
Side Door
Entrance
in the Union

(

DATE CORRECTION

APRIL 9
MCAT
THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

«3tot%R
KflPWI
UiKftJaul Carter

i

i

SCHOLARSHIP PflGGflfTII
Kobacker Hall PTusical Arts Center
February 3/4j5
:
:
Prelrr«nari«s trucsday^friday. 7 30
fill seats P
frds: Saturday. &OO

Spofujc^^irc'fuj

PFisferers- Gladieax
3 DAY ONLY

50% to 70%

SALE

Better Traditional Clothing
and Sportswear
FINAL CLEARANCE

536-3701

• THURS • FRI • SAT

3550 Secor Rd.
Suite 201
Toledo, Ohio

101 N. Main St.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193S
For Information About Other Centers
la More Than IDS Maier US Cities • Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOIL FREE: SOO-M3-17S2
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BG icers try to extend win streak against Broncos
~Ej Tom Hlsck
assistant sports editor

The circus takes to the road this
weekend. It's not the Ringllng Brothers and Barnum Bailey Circus, but
the high-scoring, shooting circus
more commonly known as the Bowline Green hockey team.
The Falcons travel to Kalamazoo to
face the Western Michigan Broncos,
under the tuttelage of ex-BG assistant
coach Bill Wilkinson. If the matchup
seems familiar, it is no hallucination.
Just three weeks ago the Falcons
hosted the Broncos In a two-game
series at the Ice Arena. BG swept the
series by 4-1 and 4-0 scores.
A youthful team, the Broncos are
suffering through a six-game losing
streak, and have dropped nine of their
last 10 contests. But don't expect the

Broncos to play patsy over the weekend.
Currently tied for ninth in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association
with Michigan and Lake Superior, the
Broncos (9-19, 8-16 overall) are flighting for the final league playoff berth
with only eight games remaining.
BG, meanwhile, is happily on the
other side of the slate. The Falcons
have yet to be defeated in 1983 and
occupy the CCHA's top spot with a 212-1 tally (22-4-2 overall).
AFTER ROUTING the Illinois-Chicago Flames (outscoring the opposition, 24-4) last weekend, the Falcons
clinched a home ice berth for the
CCHA quarter-finals, and need five
wins in their last eight games to take
sole possession of the CCHA regular
season championship.
"I thought we played very unselfish

hockey," BG coach Jerry York said
referring to last weekend's sweep.
"We got a lot of goals as the result of
two or three passes. I was pleased
with the scoring distribution, too."
After losing last season's scoring
thrusts Ross Fitzpatrick and Bob
Scurfield, Wilkinson was faced with a
serious scoring drought coming into
his first season.
Because of this dilemna, WMU has
been forced to play a defensive game,
hoping to capitalize on their opponent's mistakes. And the defensive
philosophy is evident - WMU's leading scorer Bob Bailey is only 31st
among the CCHA's scoring leaders.
"YOU CAN'T prepare for BG any
differently," Wilkinson said. "We'll
just try to take it to them and look for
some breaks."
WMU goalie Glenn Healy is the

Falcon swimmers face Miami
by Steven Quinn
sports reporter
Who could ask for a better team
than Miami to compete against for
a season home finale? That is exactly what Bowling Green's men's
and women's swimming teams will
be doing this afternoon at Cooper
Pool. The women are scheduled to
start at 4 p.m., while men are
slated to begin at 7 p.m.
The illness and injury ridden
women have an overall record of 83 and are 2-1 in the Mid-American
Conference while Miami is 6-1
overall and 3-0 in the MAC. Miami
is also the defending champs from
last year's MAC tournament.
BG could be without the services
of two of their top swimmers. Junior freestyler Amy Kindy has
been ill for the past 10 days and it is
uncertain whether she can compete in today's meet. Kindy is the
MAC's best women's 1000-yard
freestyer with a time of 10:41.8, but
according to BG coach Ron Zwierelin, Kindy is not at full potential.
BG MIGHT also be missing
freshman Jp*nne Martinek be-

cause of swollen glands in her
throat.
Zwieriein said it is hard to get by
with a situation like this.
"We have too many key people
sick. We are just trying to get
through Miami and get ready tor
the MAC championships at Northern (Illinios)," Zwieriein said.
The Falcons will also be missing
the services of freshman diver
Carolyn Valencik for the second
consecutive week. Valencik suffered a broken finger two weeks
ago while competing against
Northwestern, but is expected to be
ready for the MAC championships
in three weeks.
Diver Marcia Scodova will have
her hands full agianst the Redskins
without Valencik. "Miami will be
Marcia's toughest competition this
year," Zwieriein said.
Despite all the injuries Zwieriein
said the women are mentally prepared. '•Miami has been a traditional rivalry," Zwieriein said.
"This is the meet the kids have
been looking toward to. They are
really fired up,".
THE MEN tankers are currently

4-4 overall (2-0 in the MAC) and
have a little more to smile about
than the women. Miami's men are
3-2 overall and 2-0 in the MAC. BG's
men are also healthier than the
women.
Senior freestyler Matt Lenhart
just recovered from a sprained
ankle and according to Zwieriein is
at full strength.
' 'Matt is ready for Miami. He could
have two broken legs and it still
wouldn't stop him," Zwieriein said.
"There is no way he is not going to
let Miami beat him,".
Lenhart is currently the MAC
leader in the 100-yard freestyle
with a time of 46.06.
Both Falcon teams are out to
avenge last year's losses at Oxford
and nave every intention of doing
so.
Zwieriein said that both teams
have been working hard all week
and are going into this meet with a
purpose.
"We're going to swim tough,"
Zwerlein said. "We're going to
swim hard and we're going to swim
to win."
:
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man relegated to face the Brian
Hills' John Samanski's and Dan
Kane's of the nation's most potent
offensive. Healy, with a 4.27 goalsagainst-average, deserved a pat on
the back for his performance in the
most recent Falcon encounter.
Holding BG to only eight goals in
the series, Healy shut the Falcons
down for the least number of goals
since Ohio State's John Dougan let
only six pucks in - way back in early
November.
At the other end of the ice, BG
goalies Mike David and Wayne Collins are an equal match to the Falcons
scoring output as they have proved to
be among the nation's stingiest goaltending tandems.
David (3.59 GAA) and Collins (3.50
GAA) are almost identical in the stats

department. And even though David many men they have on the ice. BG
has been getting rave reviews for his leads the CCHA in power play peroffensive talents - he has racked up centage, scoring 36 percent of the
four assists on the year - last weekend time. But the Falcon icers also have
he became the third Falcon net- tallied 10 shorthanded goals to tie
minder to go over the 2,000 save Michigan Tech for top honors in that
mark.
department.
KEEPING UP with the latest exploits
of Brian Hills, besides rewriting the
Falcon record books, be set several
CCHA marks last weekend. With
three goals and three assists against
UIC, Hills collected his 30th league
goal, breaking the mark of 28 he
shared last season with Michigan
State's Mark Hamway. With 65 points
in league action, Hills has bettered
the mark of 60 he held last season.
As a team, the Falcons seem to put
the puck in the net regardless of how

Bowling Green's basketball team
will be in the comfortable confines of
Anderson Arena tomorrow night at
7:30 p.m., in hopes of extending their
five game winning streak against the
Eastern Michigan Hurons.
After defeating Central Michigan
last Wednesday night, the Falcons
maintained their one game lead over
Ohio University at the top of the MidAmerican Conference. BG is 8-1 in the
league and 13-5 overall, while the
Hurons are eighth in the MAC at M
(7-11 overall).

EMU is led by 6-foot-2 guard Marlow McCIain who is averaging 15.7
points-per game. Providing back-up
support for McCIain are 6* forward
Phil Bevins (15.1 PPG) and 6-9 center
Vince Giles (11.4 PPG).
The Falcons lead EMU 17-14 in
previous encounters. BG has won nine
of the last 12 meetings, including a
narrow 53-52 decision at Yipsilanti,
Mich., earlier this season. In that
game, BG's Colin Irish had 17 points
while bringing down eight rebounds to
lead BG to victory.

OFF THE WIRE
9

The Falcon women cagers will also
be in action for a 5:30 p.m. game
against the Lady Hurons. Although
they have been plagued by poor shooting in recent weeks, the women beat
previously undefeated Central Michigan. 80-60, last Wednesday.
Offensively, the Falcons are led by
Cary McGehee, Melissa Chase, Chris
Turtle and Sue Pokelsek. BG is also
profiting from Deanne Knoblauch, the
MAC's assist king. Knoblauch broke
her own BG record by dishing out 18
assists against the Chippewas.
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Dolphins Franklin doesn't regret game
HONOLULU (AP) - Miami fullback Andra Franklin says he's looking
optimistically to the future, not regretfully back
to last Sunday's Super
Bowl loss to Washington.
"I hope that playing in
the Super Bowl will be
good experience for us in
the future," said Franklin,
a member of the American
Conference All-Stars forthis Sunday's Pro Bowl
game.
"I was just happy to be
in the Super Bowl. It could
be a once in a lifetime
thing or it might come
again ... soon," he said.
"It was something we

worked very hard for, and
we know now what it takes
to get there.
' 'Coming as far as we did
surprised a lot of people,"
added Franklin, a secondyear pro out of Nebraska.
"We're a young team, and
we weren't expected to do
nearly as well as we did."
Franklin, a powerful 5foot-10, 225-pounder, carried 16 times for 49 yards in
the 27-17 loss to Washington.
"Sunday night after the
game, I had a real feeling
of emptiness," tie saia,
"like something had just
slipped away from us.
'We of course wanted

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

ITS NEW INITIATES
CHRIS HALLENBERG
CARL BUERGLER JEFF JOHNSTON
MIKE CONNER
BILL STILSON
CRAIG DEAL
RICK WITCHEY

Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

"The combination of playing on the
road, and playing a team that is
fighting for a playoff berth makes this
series a challenge," York said.

Roundballers host CMCI Hurons;
try to continue winning streaks

SIGMA NCI

• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

If there is any prediction to make
for this series, look for the Falcons to
score in the second period. Two seems
to be a lucky number this year as the
Falcons have outscored the opponent
78-40 in the second stanza. Not to
mention the fact that if overtime
should arise - don't fret -BG has
tallied two overtime goals.

very badly to win and we
plained that referee Joey
had a chance for it all. But
Curtis stopped the bout too
that was washed away by
soon.
the Redskins. They domiAfter viewing a videonated the game in the sectape of the fight, WBA offiond half." Washington
cials in Panama City,
overcame a 17-10 halftime
Panama, ordered a redeficit to score 17 straight
match by March 27.
points.
"The fight is probably
Franklin said being
going to be held in late
voted into the Pro Bowl by
March," said Carl King,
his fellow NFL players and
Dokes' manager and the
coaches was an unexson of boxing promoter
pected honor.
Don King. "The 27th hap"It's nothing I foresaw
pens to be on a Sunday, and
happening to me in my
you can rest assured it
careeiy^aaid Franklin; the - ■ "wont happen on trStufttay?
'AFC's-' second-leading
It might bethe week before3
rusher with 701 yards on
or the week after."
177 carries during the
strike-interrupted season.
Carl King conceded that
"It's a great honor for
the first fight may have
me; it's been a good year."
been stopped more quickly
than usual because it was
Dokes-Weaver set
held in the same Caesar's
Palace ring where Korean
ORWELL, Ohio (AP) boxer Duk Koo Kim had
World Boxing Association
been fatally injured in a
heavyweight champion Mifight with WBA lightweight
chael Dokes will begin
champion Ray "Boom
training in about a week
Boom Mancini.
for a March or April rematch with former cham"In November, we all
pion Mike Weaver, a
watched a very exciting
spokesman for Dokes'
match that ended in tracamp says.
gedy, the death ot Duk Koo
Dokes defeated Weaver
Kim," King said. "About
in the first round of their
30 days later, two heavycontroversial title fight
weight champs stepped
Dec. 10 in Las Vegas, Nev.
into the same ring. My
Weaver, who was knocked
motto is, it's better to stop
down in the opening seca fight one punch too soon
onds of the fight, comthan one punch too late.

t******************************

NEWL0VE MANAGEMENT
WE'RE SORRY TO TELL YOU THE
FOLLOWING RENTAL LOCATIONS ARE
COMPLETELY FULL FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

520
805
850
525
507
320
205
121
327
831

EAST REED
THURSTIN
SCOTT HAMILTON
EAST MERRY
EAST MERRY
ELM
S. CHURCH
UNP7ERSITY LANE
E. EVERS A & B
SCOTT HAMILTON

• 615 SECOND
• 610 SECOND
• 605 SECOND (HOUSE)
• 701 FOURTH
• 801 SKTH
• 317 S. MAIN
• 523 N. ENTERPRISE (HOUSE)
• 710 ELM (HOUSE)
• 223 S. CHURCH
• 801 SKTH (HOUSE)

WE STILL HAVE MANY
OTHER LOCATIONS AVAILABLE
COME SEE US FOR YOUR
1983-84 HOUSING NEEDS
336 S. Main

352-5620

PHI DELTA THETA'S
CHANGING OF THE GUARD

i

President:
Vice-President:
Members at
Large:
Treasurer:
Pledge Master:
Secretary:
Social Chairman:
Rush Chairman:
Scholarship:
Historian:
Warden:
Chaplin:
IFC Rep:
Awards Chairman:
House Managers:
Chorister:
Alumni Chairman:
Greek Events:
Communications:

Shawn "Friskie" Boylan
Marc "Oak" Okin
Dave "Swanks" Rankin
Dave Agee
John "Carl" Rogers
Brett "The Greek" Alkan
George "Duffy" Duffield
Scott "Fuzzball" Burke
Dave "Sprockets" Schug
Fred "Ice" Berg
Scott "Levi" Denman
Mike "Rodot" Rhynard
Fred "Ice" Berg
Ron "Eddie" Selvaggio
Jeff "Van Dyke" Schroeder
Fred "Ice" Berg
"Rocco Scottie" Griesse
Rich "Butz" Butler
Tom "London" Bridges
Mark "Horse" Stahl
Andthe"JAITER"asthe
Corresponding Secretary
$.

NOTICE 3
Due to flooding
in the sidedoor, the

Letchen Grey 3
dance-party
Febuary 5

Has Been Cancelled.

cy&^gf
NEXT WEEK CELEBRATE
OUR

ANNIVERSARY!
Come join in on the fun!

LET IT BE

LOWENBRAU!
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Therapy depicts fears
lems.

DAYTON (AP) - Using
crayon and paper, children
in a therapy program try
to depict their fears and
concerns over a parent's
drinking problem.
One draws a father banging his head against the
front door of a house with
the inscription, "I felt
scared."

"Kids show a lot of relief
to be able to talk about
this," Barbara Kohlrelser,
a therapist in the 10-monthold counseling program,
said. "Many of them never
have talked about it before. We tell them it's all
right to talk about it, it's all
right to feel."
The therapy program
was started by therapists
at Samaritan Hall - a detoxification and treatment
center - and the Good Samaritan Family and Children Center.
Therapists said children
often bury their feelings
about a parent's drinking.
The program attempts-to
help them talk about their
concerns and develop
healthy attitudes.
"These children by most
standards would not be

A two-panel drawing
shows a married couple
with smiling faces holding
hands under the heading,
"Not drunk." The next
panel, labeled "Drunk,"
has the father slapping the
mother.
Therapists working with
children of alcholic parents in a 12-week program
say artwork is a good way
to help them express pentup fears and frustrations
over their parents' prob-

identified in a classroom
as problem children,"
therapist Zella Brown,
said. "They often are super-responsible, straight-A
students who don't get into
trouble or cause problems,
so they are overlooked. But
they are affected emotionally, and for years there's
been no help for them."
Therapists offer a fourweek educational program
and an eight-week therapy
program to help the children cope with their situations and emotions.
Therapists said children
of alcoholic parents often
assume "survival roles" to
handle their situations.
They might become the
"responsible one" in
charge of a family, or the
"adjuster" who follows instructions, or the "placater" who fries to please

everyone and make things
run smoothly.
Often, these roles can
cause development problems for the kids, therapists said.
"Unfortunately, many
(children) who go untreated have problems
later in life, at about 25 "
Brown said. "Suddenly
these perfect people begin
to display their problems.
They have problems at
work, with intimate
relationships and often divorce. They also tend to
marry other people with
substance-abuse problems, and some become
alcoholics themselves.
"Their parents' substance abuse has a real
impression on them. These
children become very
aware of things around
them."

'Husband selling' joke backfires
"In the last two months,
hewasgoneallthetime.lt
got a little old," she said
Tuesday.
So she decided, at her
father's suggestion, to run
an ad in theJan. 17 edition
of The Scotsman, a weekly
shopper newspaper:
Weidall, 23, decided to
"Help wanted. Husband
put her 26-year-old husfor sale cheap. Comes
complete with hunting and
band, Garth, on the market
ry in frustration overfishing equipment. Also
one pair of Jeans, two
devotion to sports.
shirts, a Lab retriever and
Garth was out of the house
25 pounds of deer meat.
playing softball, football,
Not home much between
hockey and golf or hunting
September and January,
and fishing, while she was
and April through October.
home with their two todWill consider trade."
dlers.

ISANTI, Minn. (AP) - It
was only a birthday joke,
but Shery 1 Weidall's advertisement offering "husband for sale cheap"
brought an unexpected
number of replies - some
of them serious.

SHE INCLUDED her who were interested in
name below the ad - a big him.
"Moot of them sounded
mistake, she said.
Garth was home the day older, and they were withthe ad ran. "The first day out husbands at all," she
it was his birthday," she said. "They said one's that
said. "He thought they not there is better than no
were funny. But the follow- husband at all. One called
ing day the phone was ring- four or five times. She
ing off the hook. He was said, 'If he's not for sale or
about ready to throw the trade, can I rent him?'
Finally she ran another
phone at me."
Less than half the callers ad:
"No help wanted. Due to
took the ad seriously, she
said. A few male callers overwhelming response,
made crude suggestions not for sale or trade one
about what she might do dearly loved husband,
after she unloaded Garth. whose birthday joke got
But many were women out hand. Sorry, Hon."
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LOSANGELES(AP)-A
lead-lined jogging suit,
"radiation hazard rain
gear" and a dress made of
paper cups for first lady
Nancy Reagan are among
the "fallout fashions" designed by a group called

LA Artists for Survival.
More than two dozen outfits designed for a FaUout
Fashion show went on display at the Improvisation
comedy club in West Hollywood.

Reagan, is described as
"an adventure in ashes"
designed to portray the
way a beautiful woman
might look after having
her evening interrupted by
a nuclear explosion.

The dress, made for Mrs.

The point of the design is

HIGH

STADIUM CINEMA 1*2
STAONiMPlAZA COMING GJKEN
COMING FEBUARY 18TH:
"GANDHI'' AND "STING II"

fH. UHBil

that paper Is a symbol of
vulnerability.
"We're taking it to such
an extreme because we
want people to realize bow
ridiculous the idea of a
winnable war Is," said
Joyce Dallal, the fashion
show's producer.

presents...

Tobaggoning on
Ice
Sat. February 5
9:00 am to 6:00 pm
in
Strongsville, Oh.
$7.50 per person, includes
transportation, toboggan rental and
entrance fee. Sign up in UAO office.

ZETA BETA TAG
Proudly Announces Its 1983-1984 Officers
President
Vice President
2nd Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Steward
Historian

Todd McDavid
Kevin Harris
Tony Berenotto
Kevin Wagner
Steve Brown
.Tom Randall
Gary Coffey

and Cabinet Members
Rush Chairman
Social Chairman
Athletic Chairman
Pledge Educator
I.F.C. Representative

Send the One(s)
You Love
A Valentine
Message
in the
BG News
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'Fallout fashions' plans women's clothes for war

ALL SEATS $1.00

TASfWes
AT RIDGEMONT

i

. .

oargeant-at-Arms
Traditions v
Philanthropy
Scholarship
Little Sis Rep
Greek Week Rep
Alumni

Paul Colgan
.Aaron Zimmerman
Jim Smiley
Keith Vance
Cary Coffey

Steve Brown
v«—w3r;nf-^uller ;Tim Smiley
Kevin Harris
.Wayne Fuller
Tom Randall
Keith Vance

and THANK YOU TO ALL THE OLD
OFFICERS FOR A GOOD JOB!

TOMORROW NIGHT
and
EVERY
SATURDAY IS

LADIES NIGHT
4TH BIG WEEK!
DUSTXN HOFFMAN

Pass |ladies...

Tootisie

THIS IS A HELL OF A VW r™^
TO MAKE A LIVING.
™

AT 7:J0 1 9:40 PM
•
SAT MAT.2:00 SUN. MAT. 2:00 *«:10
FM * SAT MIDNIOMTSHOWINQ ALL SEATS 11.50

CLA-ZEL
DID SHE... ORDIDNTSHE?
By the time he finds out he could
be her next victim.
ROY SCHEIDER
"A solid
MERYL STREEP
stab of
suspenser

STILL OF
THE NIGHT
AT 7:30 * 9:15PM
SAT. MAT. 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2:00 ft 3:45

ODCStMUT.

ALL SEATS
ANYTIME

Have your message
printed inside a Red
heart in the Friday
February 11 edition
Deadline: Wednesday,
February 9th
106 University Hall
(limited number available)

ED

i Renee's
i Picks Up Your
Tab at the
Door
Don't forget
there's all new
drink specials
just for You, Ladies!

• The) EM NejwWFeJwrusu-y 4. 1983

CLASSIFIEDS
•lOaMiNW 36 to 30 IMcM oer In*
CAMPUS/CrTY EVSNTS Spang* to* nor Croat c

ArdHh PhHapa You re the baal oook
on campus Have a vary HAPPY
BIRTHDAYl Love. The Brothers ol
Kappa Sigma

BOLD TYPf 60* exVa par ft

ATTENTION PROFS!
ALL TEKE'S SHOUL0 BE EXCUSED
FROM CLAM. BECAUSE THEY'LL
BE JUST DAY DREAMING OF TONIOMTS OREAT BIO BASH. OET
PSYCHO) FOR TONIGHTS TEA
WITH THE PHI MU'SII

Ic service eceveHM wa be Inserted ONCC k

ueaean* to. *i ejanga ■ 2 Oayi baky* pu&aoaSon at 4.00 p m andey « 4 i m a m*
to »w Tueeoey *olson
raw-ilu tonw mi ■ natili ii m* HNm• attic*. IN UntMrritT H*K
Mufflers mataaed-low aa S19 05
We'I maal or beat any written estimate Don't pay more"1 Cal 3541278 lor FREE eetimeto! BG Muffler
Canter 11055 Bowing Onsen Rd

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Fob 4, 1963
UTH ANYONE? STUOY IN BATH.
ENOLAN0. INFORMATIONAL MEETNO FEB 9. 8 pm. RM 17. Wit
UAMS HALL
PRESENTATIONS

PICTURES, DISCUSSIONS

BOSU Scholarship Pageant.
Fab 3rd, 4th and Ml
Kobackar HaH
PraKm. 3rd. 4lh at 7:30 tor 11.50.
Flnala Stti al 1:00 tor 12.00.

Congratulations AMY B. 4 CHMS C
on your engagement'i Sorry so late'
Love, your roormaa
AGO invites you to come to the
Cabaretl Fab 7. 9:00 at the Cardinal
Room m tn* Union'

PIS Bata Lambda mealing. Monday
February 7 al 0.15 p.m. In 104 B.A
EKS» Coming
Whara can you ask questions and gat
anawara about rnajors m Arts and
Seas/ices'? Drop m lor our major avant
and aaa Tuaa. Fab. 8. Foundars
Quad. Lounge. 6 30-8 00 pm
Sponaorad by University DMalon (20202) and ma Coeeg* ol Am and
Sckarcaa (2-201 SI.

ALIEN ROCK UVEi SAT 3-8 PM
OWE MEET THE MEMBERS Os]

ioe

SERVICES OFFERED

AMY BAND. BOSTDORF. BORSTOFF. BOTTORF. WHICH ONE IS
IT? BET YOU LL BE GLAD WHEN
YOU BECOME AMY COOPER
LOVE. YOUR ROOMIES

Exceeent Sound System lor a Hal
Party. Taa, or Social Evant Cal Tim

Amy HowM. Congraluletiona on bang selected outstanding Phi! We
ttxnfc you're lernflc'

al 2 4876

GEORGE SINE! THE NEW OHIO
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS STATE
THAT YOU CAN TURN LEFT ON
RED IN OHIO STARTING ON
MARCH I. 1MS. YOU SHOULD
HAVE WAITED UNTIL MARCH OEOI
OH WELL. BETTER LUCK NEXT
TIME LOVE. GUESS WHO' (ML
Happy Birthday Mawk! I'm ao glad I
toiaad you. Lose alwaya, Linda
Happy Hour-Hosday Inn
Everyday. M day MTV
Every Night Al Night

BUY YOR SWEETHEART AN ALPHA
GAM COOKIEGRAM. FEB 7.8 and 9
IN UNIVERSITY HALL THEY'RE
ONLY 50- AND WILL BE DELIVERED
ON CAMPUS ON FEB 14

HAVENT DONE YOUR WASH YET?
KBK'S
709 S MAIN
Heari-Shapod red satin patows-3
sizes Any message embroidered
tree Also monkey sock dots with red
heart eyas and red pompoms 352
7988 Reasonable WB ship

Can I put mat special message Into
words? The Resident Student Aaaocaitlon leltarwriuig service can-Wo
near M resident he! madboxes and m
«l Greek units'

And. Magi. Congratulations You
reaty are an OUTSTANDING active1
Love, Your PN Mu Setters

Jonas Income Tax Service
$ 15-1040A. Inc State a Local.
$33-1040 A a B, ad) a credits Inc
State a Local
SSO-Farms. inc Stale t Local
Ph 352 1438 or 354-1507
Hrs 7 am-9 pm
7 days a wee*
Localod al Best Western 1450 E
Wooster. CHc <18

■HMD OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING IN
THE GREEK COMMUNITY-READ
THE OAVEL SUNDAY, FEBRUARY
t.
Florida fling Is comma I
Florida Fling Is coming!
Florida Fling la corMaajl

BUY A RAFFLE TICKET FROM A
FINANCE CLUB MEMBERI FOR
JUST SI 00 you'l have the chance
to wsi three prizes redeemable lor
groceries at any Kroger Store in the
nation Don't miss this chance lor tree
Qrocorioe

Alpha Gams. Alpha Xo. and Pm Delta
Prepare yourselves lor a halartoue
party tonight. Wa'l have lour limes as
much tun The Brothers ol Kappa
Sigma

LOST AND FOUND

Flea and Takes, Were psyched tor
our 3-wey tea Looks But the Take
house Is the piece to be! Sea ye
there! Love. The PN Mm.

Breakfast Bullet $3.50
Sunday. Fab. 1 llaa>1:lo pm
Founders Dining Room
Just ott Founder's Main Lobby
'Try H tor a change'

FINDERS RECORDS-WOOSTER
ON YOUR ALTERNATIVE
88 1 FM
WBGU

Found Ttnox Woman's Watch, gold
band on Otlenhower sidewalk. Thurs
1/27 pm Cal 3728883

Donna Ptona and Laura Ware-Good
luck In the Mas BOSU Scholarship
Pageant Wa are al behind you with
love and support Have tun wan nil
Love. Your DO Sisters

BEAUTIFUL DRIED > SILK FLORAL
VALENTINE ARRANGEMENTS
STARTING AT $5 00 READY MADE
OR SPECIAL ORDERS
BEN FRANKLIN
164 S MAIN.
Black L .
•gerlne la looking
tor wrllera, photographers, graphic
erUsts and sales representatives
Contact Editor Linda Per.y via the
BSM men-box at the School of Journalism, 101 University Hall.

PERSONAL

MM

DO'S GOOOLUCK LAURA AND
DONNA M THE PAGENT WHEN
YOU HEAR THE SCREAMS AMD
CHEERS. HAVE NO FEARS. WE
ARE HERE! LOVE YA. THE SK3 EPS

ATTENTION SOLON GRADUATES:
Memorial service «■ be held lor
Milch Lenan Thursday. 4 p.m. at St
Thomas Moore H you need more
Mo CM Jam* 2-5422 or Jos-e 2
4488

Expert a Accurate Typmg
Only 70" page
CM 352-1224

QarK-i «w Fab 7 12 Look lor
events and acaVMea.

Dave Rlbat: Happy 5 months. I hop*
the luture holds SS many good
times ea the past I can't thank you
enough tor being I hare I Lo-re You
now and always. Marian. PS How
aboarl HOST Beaada gand » asst

Heeler-Motoster You are my lavorlte
cook and second mom! Thanx for
being ao good to me! XI Love and
mine. Jack!

Congratulations Jack and Nancy on
your engagement' Don't worry
Nancy. If your kids have red haa- you
can ahvaya dye tl'

Anita Bear. It's been one year since I
met you-the happiest a greatest year
ot my Ma we writ be around lor a
long, long .time because I won't let
you sap away Bear Out to dinner with
prime rib. buns S tor desert mud pies
and 10 Love vou ah,.... Tom

HEY DOS WHEN THE CURTAIN
FALLS FOR THE PAGEANT. IT IS
ONLY THE BEGINNING OF OUR
WILD NIGHT BE READY TO DANCE
HTO WEE HOURSi LOVE. THE SK3
EPS

C.S. HARRIS: YOU HAVE BEEN
AWARDED THE PERSONAL OF THE
MONTH AWARD! AREN'T YOU THE
LUCKY ONE. ENJOY IT, VOU DE-

Hay Hole: Now our room la lagan Gat
ready tor an action-packed birthday
aeiliendl Luv. Parch

PHI KAPPA PSI UL SIS RUSH'
Monday. Fab 7 from 7 30-9:00
Come meat the Phi Pare

JAN DOOReNACK-LME ONE
JAN rjOOfeJVACK-IJNE ONE
JAN DCOttiACK-LME ONE
ANSWER THAT PHONE'
OH MY GOO!

■M sBJ-s, FLU'S. PM MU'S, FIJI'S.
THE TEKE'S WsU THANK OOO
WHEN IT'S FRJOA Y AT NINE. BE
CAUSE OUR TEA IS SURE TO IE
JUST ONE OF A KINOM! OET PSYCHED EVERYONE!!

Joaeph. here'* to M the good Omoe
we've had! There have bean ao many
good one atartlng with Roy Rogers.
Rodgera-benglng on doors (who the
he! k) Ranee?) hnchhlung.plck-uptrucka. KoN-Who's belt was on the
floor? The Sigma Chi end Kappa Sige
house. Road tripe to Detroit, remem
ber the nkjhtguerd and passing oul on
the floor? The Ages Jo* from May
held C B and don t ever lor get whet
happened on Jan. 29th. Whan are
wegong to make a read Wo to Akron
to aaa R. MA? And certainly don't
target about seflng the Sevan Seas!
Juei wait is next yeerl Your Buddy
Phoobie.
Juts Emat, Beak ol luck Ma weekend «i the MkM BOSU Pageant.
Ware behind you 100%. Love. Your
PWMuSIMara.
JUST* rjRWITT), SNOWBOUND
WITH AN ALPHA CHI YOU'LL BE. A
GOOD TIME IS A SURE GUARANTEE! SO GRAB YOUR WOOLIES
ANO OFF WE'LL 00, OET EXCITED
FOR FUN, LETS PRAY FOR SNOW.
TAMI
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Weloome to campus Wa know you
wil sdd slot ol spice to greek Ma. The
Brothers ol ZBT
MAR. DID YOU EVER THINK THE
GO BLUES—OR
FROM MICH
WOULD GIVE YOU HtS SAE PIN?
CONGRATS TO YOU ANO JIMBO
ON YOU PPeNINGI' LOVE. YOUR
RCKOSIeE
Mary Lewis. WOW! You surprised us
M CorvjnMukujona on your pinning
Love, Your AX Setters
Mani-Women!
Jobs on Ships' American. Foreign.
No oxp. required Excelent pay.
Worldwide travel Summer job or
career Sand $3.00 tor Into SEAFAX. Dept. E-12. Box 2049. Port
Angalee. Washington 98382
NORTH END PIZZA > SUBS
382-7734
FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4

a! Anal l
, the i
to the bk| question! Sea ya

ALIEN ROCK UVE
AT FINDERS
WOOSTER ST
RECORD GIVEAWAYS
ANO CONFUSION
SAT 3 6 PM Ofl LISTEN
ON 88 1 WBGU-FM

REOsSTW TODAY FOR THE IMS
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
REGISTRATION MATERIALS
AVAJLABLE M THE GREEK LIFE
OFFICE. SPONSORED BY IFCPANHEL
PMO M THE SEMESTER WITH
ADPI'S NEW YEARS EVE RUSH
PARTY TUESDAY. FEB 8 AT 6.00.
ALL ARE WELCOME!

SENO THE ONE'S
YOU LOVE A SPECIAL
VALENTINE MESSAGE
IN THE BQ NEWS, FM. FEB 11
DEADLINE. .TED. FEB. S. 4 P.M.

Sue Otto-Thenka tor getting the pool
let* We appredele •! The Brothers

mztrr.

sign up or call the Rec Center 372-271

LATINO STUDENT
UNION
supports
WHY DON'T YOU SIGN A PETITION
NOW!
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES IS A
SERVICE FOR YOU

ir Accent

oo ctuows

18 "...on this
counterpart
comment
... : Bfurateparr
Lincoln
20 Annoyance
22 Form of poetry
23 Number one
24 Nomad
DOWN
26 Discourages
1 "— boy!"
29
Fern
2 Mowgll the
X Unspoken
3 Circlet
31 At the drop
4 In working order
ol
5 Little tyke
33 Adjust, as sails
6 One of the
37 Reprieves for
Chaplins
students
7 Madder than
40 Hard worker
— hen
41 State strongly
8 Flightless bird
42 Employing
or fruit
43 Multitude
9 Young lady
45 More
InOvledo
(somewhat)
10 Double-crosser
47 County of Ireland 11 Established rule
80 On to
12 Electro tube
51 Sportsman's
13 Ed
, actor
purchase
19 Pretty soon

$241 20 Weekly Peychecks (Fusy
guaranleed) working in the comlort
and security of your own home No
experience Al agee Paychecks luly
guerenleed complete detaas and
appsCetion term sent on request
■ Send a son-addressed stamped envelope to: BEZEL P.O Box 3814
Mansnsld. OH 44907

WANTED

THE WARRIORS ARE COMING
THE WASH HOUSE. 260 N MAM
OPEN 24 HRS 0AS.Y
THS WEEKEND AT DOWNTOWN
GENNY SPECIALS
TKE'S ANO PH MU'S
Are you reedy lor tonight?

We are1

Oat fired up tor s great tea!
THE FUI'S
To My Esg kica, Only a Iffle ames
longer and with your help I wil be
activated So much to do. ska turning
the Space Shuffle around and buying
state cheeae lor me trap. Chi Chi
Love and Mine. XX Li T scale Bon XX

TRIBUTE TO BOB MARLF.Y'
SAT 1-3PM
WE'RE JAMMMIi
88 l FM WBGU

Want to meet 300 lun people and be
given a Ires T-aNn? Enter the 1983
MOA SUPEROANCE Regmler St Kohl
Hal Main Desk. Union Foyer or
Phone 2-2839 lor more into.
Bowling

Green

SPnesooncAK

SUNBATHERS'

FLOROA

mp to

FT

Leuderdele or KEY WEST. B beach
days 7 nights lodging. In Ana hole*
"on the etftp". plus rsghtty parses
to* B12S. Cal 800-368-2006
TOLL FREE! Ask lor Annette Oo with
aienda or organize a smal group and
eunbathe tor FREE!

HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS Good
moneySS Parks, fisheries, widerness raaorts togging and much
more
Summer Employment Guide"
1983 employer Wings
$4 96
Alaaco. Box 2573, Saratoga. CA

95070-0573
Interrvstionel Corporation hes opening
lor 15 smbrtious people Average 1st
year earnings $25 000 pan Mexi
mum advancemenl opportuniry Sand
Itoeume to. Marturong Associates
AH ITT c/ol John J Kays
226 Fulton SI Port Canton. OH

43452
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer'year
round. Europe. 3. Amor. Ausrrsas
Aala
Al Fields
$500 $1200
monthly SJghunlig
Free silo.
Wnte UC Box 52-OH-3 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625
SELL AVON
EARN EXTRA SSS
CALL LOUANN 352-8731
Summer 1963 positions svaaabie
with the Upward Bound Special Program Praprolaasional Students m
Heath Sciences at Case Western
Reserve University Ten Tutor/counselor positions two dormitory dkector positions, and three natural
science instructor positions are available Interested students (graduate,
professional and undergredualsl
should forward a resume and cover
tetter inotoaling available interview
dates to Mrs. Came A. R. Johnson
Director. Upward Bound SPPSHS.
Case Weetern Reserve Unhr. Room
425 Paroee Hal, Cleveland. O
44106 Appecanon deedane Mar 30
MAY DEPT. STORES COMPANY,
REPRESENTED BY MAT COCLEVELAND, O'NEH'S— AKRON,
ANO STROUSS-YOUNGSTOWN,
IS SEEKING AGRESSIVE, ACHIEVEMENT ORIENTED GRADUATING
BUSINESS STUDENTS FOR AN INTENSIVE MERCHANDISINOUMANAGEMENT TWINING PROGRAM
LEADING TO UPPER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS WITHIN THE
CORPORATION. SKIN UP WEDNCsV
DAY, FEBRUARY 1 AT THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES

OFFICE.
Heery metal band tormmf. Need
toad guHsrlsta, parcu
, bassist, keyboards. Beck-up, some toad
vocals. 372-SSM-Jan or 372-1151PeuL

rot SALE
E Flat Mo Sax King LeMelre MINT
ccrkSttononl,S225.()0 372-0107.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
i
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1

3

'

14
17
20

5

1

7

1

21
31
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1

13

33

Ji

57

90

29

2*

32

33

31

M

11

42

1

I' 1"
11

12

11

24

27

37

11

22

JO

1''

49

50
92

SI
M

11
11

"
"

23
26

47

1

21

1... :

Bums
34 Louis xiv and
others
35 Public houses
36 Flavor enhancer
Abbr.
38 "Handicapped"
official?
39 Spring flower
44 Actual
46 Thick-skinned
animals, for short
47 Junk
48 California oak
49 Roll call answer,
Latin style
53 British weapon
54 Movie house, In
Madrid
55 Repetition
56 Object of much
ado
57 Cooking pot
58 In plain style
60 Gold, to Plzarro

Beat al luck la Cnria Schnee and
Penny Holding throughout the Miss
BOSU PegeenL

TO MY ROOMIES OF S16 E
MERRY APT 11: I'M GLAD WE'RE
AU FRSiNOS AGAIN! LETS MAKE
OUR LAST SEMESTER HERE AT
BOSU OUR BEST!! LOVE YOU.
CteMSUE.

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES

21 Vinegar Prefix
25 Germ fighters
26 Small freshwater
fish
27 Nymph with a
voice
28 Be hep to
29 Holy: Prefix
30 Recipe meas.
32 "Nane they say

The CM Omaoa Pledgee srish the

S3

M

H

S3

•5

U

54

SS

SS

1

PA. Equipment tor sale or rent.
Jim's Guitar 130 E Wooator

1975 BUICK OPEL
GOOD OONO BOOK VALUE $1350
ASKING $1000 352-4800
days 6553131 PmS weekends

Wanted Male non- smoking Grad Student to share apt. 5 mm ws* from
campus, cheap and quiet Cal Sieve
352-6442

Thanks to everyone who has helped
ue eetabssh our chapter hare at
BOSU and especiafly tor making us
tool ao welcome The Sailers ol
Keppe Kappa Gamma

362-8612

COOKCS Order vow 10 ln-11 In.
Valentine Cookie 362-1717. American Cookie Co

1 F rmmte needed to share room in 4
bodrm house 100 mo cal 354
1543 llorepr earn ).

Take's and PN Mu'a: The man ol Phi
Gemme Cats are psyched tor a nproarkvj toe tonight

ROOMS 352-6806

8lcr*»Da-Harmon,Kardon Stereo Reoalvar 20 Watts Dave 352 8496

SUZY'S ZOO VALENTINES
AT JEANS N' THINGS
511 RIDGE ST.

TAMI I KNOW n"S BEEN ALOT OF
WORK BUT I KNOW YOU CAN WIN"
QO00 LUCK' XI LOVE AND MINE
PS. THERE'S NO ONE I WOULD
RATHER BE A DOUBLE FOR!

* FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS
* OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

MOBILE HOME 12x50 1973 EXCELLENT CONDITION
2 BED

What's wrong woman ol BOLT Vetsnekvss Day anst you're tired ol
kissing toed, while looking tor your
Prince Charming? Wall the weM Is
overt Diamond PreducHens pnsudly
prelaws: EXOTIC MALE DANO
ERSI Veur choice al a spade! "Vatanene HoUdey" rale. CaB M—F
batons 7:00 p.m. 1-517-oaai and
ask tor John, attar 7:00 p.m. 352
2*11 aak tor PhH. Diamond Produettona: SYatopsis Who Win STEAL
YOUR HEART AWAVI

M RMMTE NEEDED IMMEO"
3 BDRM HOUSE S100 MO pits
UTs. CALL 362-4093'!'

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF NEXT
WEEKS SUPER SPECIALS! THE
FALCONS NEST IUNI0NI

* FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES

5 30pm

GUtors and Amps Buy. Sel. Trade
Jm'a Guitar 130 E. Wooator

Rmte needed tor 5 bdrm house Spr
Sem 319F*eSI 1-267-3341

* TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)

1977 Aspen 6 cyt. auto . AC. NICE
CAR Baal oner 364-1940 alter

Stop si tor our tree brochure ol
addrieaaa and prices tor ths 83-84
school year. Nawtova Management
336 S Mem St 362-5820.

MAP.DI QRASRIde despsrste'ly
needed on Fab. 10 to New Orleans.
reluming on Fab IS WB be happy to
. Cal 354-2667

352-3703

• PUCE WHITE LU0WK1 DRUM SET
TAMA HARDWARE O.C. SSOO
SS1-ST14

74 Mustang Hatch. 4 cylinder. 24
mpg. Cal 352-9345 altor 4:00

Bus) OS Thanx tor batog such a
Isntsstlc roommala. Gat Psyched
tor ton Hmeel Love, Jock! at

SWEETHEART PARTY
Feb. 14
LOTS OF SURPRISES
MAIN ST.

RWdel hockey skates
pro-lne mans alre 10
greet shape $25
Cal Angle 362-7447

Spring Break in Washington, DC tor
credit? UCF Travel/Study Sarntw,
RsSglon and Art,' combines sightseeing and kssrnlng tor orey S120.
Cal 352-7534.

CAP OFF YOUR SORORITY RUSH
WITH A SPECIAL EVENT. DIAMOND
PRODUCTIONS: "WHERE YOUR
FANTASIES COME ALIVE!"

SCUBA

52 Mote to assign
credit
59 Forgiveness
61 "As
as a
painted ship..."
62 Traduce
63 Composite literary
work
64 Beverage
65 Blood: Prefix

WANTED Ssvjle svaaabie men tor
semi-tormal on Fab IB Please tv
oura at 352 9032 by Feb. 11 lor
Intonilaw appolntmenta. Freshman
need not apply.

ItSl IFC-PANHEL LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE FEB. 11 end It.
rieetlliatluii dee Feb.4, IHt

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
NOW'!!!'

EXPERIENCE the fun and adventure of

ACROSS
1 Curly colt
5 Starts the
laundry
10 Russian
legislative group
14 Vacation, perhaps
15 Nickname for
Cosell?
16 Historic alliance

PABST BLUE ROBS Oil DAYTONA
BEACH SPPMG BREAK IMP S1M-0 MAN ROOM, $115-4 MAN
ROOM. CALL MaXE AT M2-S112
FOR MORE INFO. WHY PAY MOM
FOR LESS?

■

M

"

DORSEYS DRUGS
" BY THE TRACK"
IIIIMMIIII

362-6612
Photoarapharsl Discount
Photo Dsistouliig Kodak FHm
4» par roB. Daea 392-S4H.

NORTHFACE FUflVTVAL GOOSEDOWN COAT'HOOO 1 YR. OLD.
BEST OFFER 352-81 12
For Sato IBM Typewriter $350 00
or beat otter Cast 352 4850

FOR RENT
•••APAWtlsENTS"1 or 2 bdrm Various bcabone
John Nawtova Real Estate
319 E WooalsrSt

Cal 354-2260 or 362 6553
Aval, enmadll 2 bdrm apt $225 mo
1 utames No pets, deposit please
Sen>rurr«ehod 362-4266
FREE months rent on our luly lurrashad atudio apartments' Completely quiet and private Plenty ol
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom
We wnte our teasel to lit your needs
Good location. Ctose to restaurants
and stores CHARING CROSS APTS.
1017 8. Main St 352-0590.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983
213 bdrm Itoueee. 112 bdrm apts
Emoenclee. too' Cat 352-4265
Now renting lor 83-84 school year
Houeea and apartments Boggs Real
Estate 352-9457, 352-3841. 3541120
4 bdrm. haa. 3 blocks from campus
$400 12 mo laaYM: $475-9 mo
lease 3S4-127B leva or wkenda )
Houae-Apis Furn
rooms
PRIVATELY OWNED Aval sum and
IH 9 or 12 mo lees* 353 3655
1 Bdrm Fum Apt Ouiel-Prrvale
Aval Now 353-3855
Now Renbng. 1 bdrm F -U apis: 2
bdrm F . gas heat, tenant pays etoc .
laundry lad. aval Al residents
granted prlvaedge ol a membership to
Vie CHERRVWOOO HEALTH SPA
Preferred Properties Co 835 High
SI RonMCeSce 362-9378
CAMPUS MANOR Now renting lor
Summer and Fal school yaar
Speaei Summer Rales
Ph 362-9302 or 352-7385 eves
F S M students needed to Ii apts
and houses now. 352-7365
Single room tor M student across
from Rogers svaaabie now 352-

7366
CARTY RENTALS
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
'83-'S4 echoot year and Summer
reman Al near campus 352 7365
LUTHER APARTMENTS
733MJINVILLE
2 BDRM ($225. 1 BDRM /S200

352-6167
2 bdrm. fum. apt tor Fal Semester
Fematos. cal 362-6040 altor 6pm
Variety ol Houses S Apts lor
1963-84 Cal Ktowtove Managemenl

352-5620
1 bdrm bath, kitchen, iving room.
water, cable TV included $200 TO
Vaeeywood Apts. Cal Newkyva Real
ly 352-5161
S24 Sixth St 2 Bdrm. laky rum. apt.
Renting tor 1863-64. Call 352-5820
dsys: 162-4966 anytime Also rentIng tor Summer 1913. Call 312-4966
Now la Ming tor Fal across Iron
Founders
2 btjrm. lurn
units
S500'per&oasemestsr Lower summar rates 352-4131
^^
VILLAGE OREEN
460 LEHMAN
2 BOBAAIS250 352-2276
Lower 1/2 house tor 4 people 1/2
bit trom campus. 5 rate., bath 1 front
porch. 12 mos lease beginning June
11. $440; mo S gas 1 water 352-

2276.
Upper he* house tor 2 people 1/2
btL from campua 4 roomo. bath a
deck 12 mos lease beginning June
14. $320.mo S etoc 1 water 362-

2276.
1 BDRM APT LOW UTIL . IBOiMO
NO LEASE DEPOSIT REOURED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY' 1-382311010-5 pm
1 Bdrm apt low uH
S190mo. no lease
dopoan required
svaaabie invnedistoly
1-362-3110 10-5 PM
Houeea and apta Ooaa to campus
tor the 1983-84 school year 1-2673341
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Good advice for job seekers
Scott Carpenter
W5
itafi
"reporter

If ever I needed advice on anything it was how to
get a Job. I have friends and relatives who, I am
convinced, were put on this earth for the sole
purpose of giving advice. In my eighteen years I
nave been advised on everything from how to jumpstart a car to how to jump-start a dishwasher to how
to jump-start the cat when she climbs the screen
door, but not once could I find any useful bits of
trivial information to aid me in job searching.
Using the trial-and-error method, I have
compiled a list of ten ways to get a job so that future
job seekers will not be cast into the world of blank
applications and blank faces as I was when I began
looking for my first summer income.

1) WHEN choosing a business to apply to, be
realistic. If you have never worked with wild
animals you may not be the right one to fill a
vacancy at the Los Angeles Zoo's Primate
Research Center to aia veterinarians in artificial
insemination experiments.
2) When asking for an application, never address
the person behind the counter by saying "Do you
run this joint or are you just a spare tire?"
3) On the application itself, put aside all modesty
and provide any and all information asked for.
Volunteer to take a lie-detector test if requested to.
To look exceptionally good, also write in your
consent to take a blood test, urine test, chromosone
test, breathalizer test, I.Q. test, eighth grade
history test, or any other conceivable test.

4) Also on the application, be creative when
describing your reasons for applying to that
respective company. This creativity may be
slightly exaggerated and have little to do with the
truth - the truth being that you probably have an
obsession with the managers daughter's knees.
5) After you have made your rounds and applied
at every conceivable place of business, the only
way to insure that your name will be kept fresh in
the enployers' minds is to call them frequently and
express your interest in obtaining employment.
You may have to phone five, six or seven times
daily to be sure that the moment one of the
company's present worker? dies or mow< to
Equador the manager will pick up the phone and
call you immediately.
iiinimueil it page 6
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&ir Ricbarb'sSTAIMfD
tfMaSfitoortts
Ol»SS STUDIO

—woawwiw ———
Classes In Stained Glass begin FEB. 14
CUSTOM STAINED * MrVELCD GLASS
wMOowvoooas-cAwnarT. LAMS5
Mon.Tues 10am-9pm
Wed.thru Sal. 10am-5 30pm
Can For Summer Hours

- 0*. mt *• L«rt«M ■al«cf«i> * lu«« OH,
»•»•*« TMb, ■«IM1II. lull, . MMIM IN
">*■!—■ OH. MTAl 4 WHOUSAU

381-6610
4400 Heatherdowns al Key St.
Toledo, Ohio 43614

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

O

WEEKLY

mi OF 6ALES
MONDAY
SPAGHETTI
BUFFET
SUNDANCE
SPECIAL
Toucan get an order of

Chicken Wings
For Only SLOQ Extra
With your purchase of
an entree and this coupon

352-1092

110W.Mah.B4.0hfe

2.99

4-9 p.m

TUESDAY - CHICKEN BUFFET
ONLY 3.49 4-9 p.m.
WEDNESDAY - FISH BUFFET
ONLY 4.39 4-9 p.m.

MON. thru THURS. - SOUP'N
SALAD BAR
ONLY 2.59 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
DINNERS SUBSTITUTED FOR BUFFET IN
NON BUFFET LOCATIONS.
SOUP'N SALAD BAR INCLUDED IN ALL
DINNERS AND BUFFETS
KIDS 4 and under EAT FREE from Buffet and
SOUP'N SALAD BAR WITH EACH ADULT
PURCHASE OF SAME.
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Music program specialist
prepares for fall semester
by Nancy Beach
featnre edttr

^
^

Not many people have a job like Tina Bunce, and
she is glad she has it.
Bunce is the program productions specialist for
the College of Musical Arts - in other words, she
produces all the programs, flyers, brochures and
other promotional material for the college.
Right now is one of the busiest times of the year
for Bunce. because she is planning promotions for
the following year.
"Right now I am really busy with plans for next
year. The beginning of spring semester and fall
semester are the busiest times for me '' Bunce said.
The only people Bunce has to help her with her
many tasks are a graduate assistant that comes in
10 hours a week and a journalism intern who is
taught to write press releases and brochure
material.
She is constantly being interrupted by phone
calls, people walking in and her assistant throws
out streams of questions.
THE OFFICE she works in is filled with
typesetting and layout equipment, and the walls are
filled wth examples of the promotional posters the
department has had designed and printed.
"This room that we work in used to be the faculty
lounge - behind the bookcases there are outlets for
water and for a stove, but the office we had before
was so cramped we could hardly move. Now the
faculty uses the green room," Bunce said. (The
green room is the place where performers wait to
go on stage and during intermissions.)
Bunce has to keep track of what performances
are going on, at what time, and how much the
performances cost, if anything. She must plan
advertising campaigns ahead of time to attract
people to performances, workshops, and auditions.
"Among other things, we make up the programs
for every performance that goes on here. That's
about 350 programs a year, Bunce said.
SINCE there are so many, Bunce said that when a
faculty member comes in to have programs done
for a performance, she does the work and then has
the person proof the program, make corrections
and sum a release saying it is done to their

satisfaction, to try and avoid mistakes. Doing
programs for faculty members is a free serivce
provided by the college - the money comes out of
Bunce's budget, but while students of music can use
the service also, they must pay.
To supplement the budget, Bunce has done
programs in the past for churches, who then pay the
school for the work.
Some of the things she does, like the programs,
are relatively simple. The programs must be
factually correct and lines of type neatly pasted up,
but designing advertising to go in magazines and
attractive posters are another matter.
"We typeset everything here and paste the type
onto the layout, but most of our designs are drawn
up on the fifth floor of the administration building
by the public relations department. That's where
their production shop is. We have our things printed
there too," Bunce said.
SOME SCHOOLS get posters and other
promotional materials from companies when they
pay royalties to do popular musicals, but the
College of Musical Arts produces its own posters
and original designs, with the help of the University
public relations department.
She noted a poster on the wall advertising the
production of "Brigadoon," the musical that was
staged during summer and fall semester of 1982. It
was black and yellow, depicting a swishing kilt and
a upraised leg and foot, as if the unseen remainder
of the Scotsman were dancing.
"Lynn Hostetler (art director for University
public relations) did that design for us. She really
should have it copyrighted so no one else can use it.
It's very good, "she said.
So far, despite the hectic nature of the job, Bunce
is proud of the outcome of her efforts from last
year. She designed an entire advertising campaign
in an effort to attract students to the College of
Musical Arts, and is pleased with its success.
In addition to her duties as head of production and
promotion, Bunce occasionally gives tours of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
"THE UNIVERSITY tour guides will take
students through the building, but they really can't
explain much, Bunce said. "The people interested
in coming here for music really want to see the

building, so I take them through it and show them
the facilities," she said.
In addition to her many duties, Bunce is putting
the finishing touches on her master's thesis. She
took the job at the College of Musical Arts so she
could help out financially while her husband
finishes his degree in theory and composition.
"I originally started working here on a part-time
basis, and then when the position became vacant
two years ago, I applied and I got it," said Bunce.
Bunce originally conies from Michigan, where
she studied vocal performance at Olivet College.
"It was a small college, but it had a very good
music program. About 700 students went there, and
I'd say about 250 of them were in the music
program to some extent," she said.
BESIDES SINGING in all the choirs, Bunce also
played bassoon and percussion for the orchestra.
"It was a lot easier due to the structure of the
academic progam to be in a lot of things," Bunce
said. "That isn't so easy here."
She came to the University with her husband,
Mark Bunce, who wanted to complete a master's

"/ like where I am. I don't think I
would want to live in New York and
try to scramble my way to the top."
- Tina Bunce
program here. He was offered an assistantship.
"When he was here being interviewed, I was
asked what I wanted to do and they told me they
were having auditions that very day for someone in
vocal performance, so I went over and auditioned
and they offered me an assistantship," Bunce said.
In order to help with finances, she later took her
present job and her husband became a recording
technician for the college.
"(When we first came here) we ate a lot of
tomato soup," Bunce said. "At one time, the check
for my assistantship was $189, and our rent was
$190. But you get used to it."
In addition to her job, which she performs from 8
to 5 every week day, Bunce helps with the
University Creative Arts program, teaches voice
privately and sings in a church in Toledo. She also
has been involvedwith various theater and music
department productions, so she gets the chance to
use her voice.
"I LIKE TEACHING very much. In the Creative
Arts Program, I teach vocal performance to high
shcool age kids. I love to teach them because I
remember when I was just starting out. Every
performer starts out just like that and I like to
watch them learn."
The Creative Arts Program, which has its classes
listed along with the Continuing Education courses
at the University, encompasses all the arts. Most of
the classes are taught at the University, but some
are at the Bowling Green High School and others
are taught in Sylvania.
"I like where I am. I don't think I would want to
live in New York and try to scramble my way to the
top," Bunce said. "We have been here for five years
now, and it would be hard to leave. A lot depends on
what my husband wants to do."
Technically, Bunce said, she is too young to be a
major participant in any large opera house.
"You see, I am 26, and thai is really too young.
They take you on as an apprentice, and you have
diction classes, and acting classes, and they mold
you and form you. That would take a long time."
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Program production specialist Tina Bunce works on a layout for one of the many projects she does for the
College of M'i'ical Arts.

SHE SAID the time she has at the University
gives her the chance to expand her repertoire of
roles.
"If I were to audition for the Metropolitan Opera,
they wouldn't even consider me until I had at least
ten roles that I could perform," Bunce said.
The only regrets she has about her job are the
limits on her time off.
"I think I have had three days of vacation since I
started," she said. "I would plan time off and then
get sick or something would nappen. But I like
being busy and I'm glad to be here."
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Student by daylight
becomes nl
Laurie Madden
reporter

Sometimes it is boring, sometimes
it is overly exciting and sometimes it
is even frightening, but overall
Jeanne Solinger said her job is .
enjoyable.
Solinger, a senior sociology and
psychology major, is completing her
third year as a night guard for
Darrow Hall, but she is not your
typical burly night guard.
Solinger is a small, soft-spoken
person and makes one wonder how
she can handle this style of job. She
works from midnight until 6 a.m.
every Friday night and one Saturday
each month.
Although she admits that money
first initiated her employment,
meeting people is what has kept her
going.
"You meet so many interesting
Rle, that's the best benefit of this
she said. "Most people think I
study while I'm at work, but in the
three years I've been night guarding I
think I've read about 12 pages."
Last year Solinger met and became
friends with a Hawaiian exchange
student. This friendship resulted in an
invitation to spend this year's spring
break in Hawaii.
THE JOB FITS Solinger perfectly,
because she loves to talk. She said she
occupies her time by talking to
residents and resident advisors.
One night, she said she lost track of
time playing monopoly with friends

I didn't leave work until 7:30 a.m.
Not all of her experiences have that
been enjoyable, however.
"Sometimes we're kinda like
bouncers," she said.
During her first year, on her mere
fifth day as night guard, a man pulled
a knife on Solinger. The man was
visiting from out of state and had been
drinking, she said.
Solinger asked the man to leave, but
he refused. Luckily, Solinger said the
hall director was warning by and
aided Solinger in dealing with the
situation.
On another occasion Solinger was
forced to deal with an intruder alone.
In this case the man made a pass at
her, which definitely did not please
her. Solinger responded to the
advance by breaking several of his
fingers.
'I learned how to deal with people
and weapons," she said. She learned
if an intruder is armed then always let
them make the first move.
DARROW being co-ed has helped
her. she said it's comforting that male
residents are available in case things
get out of hand.
Much of Solinger's work time is
spent dealing with people who have
had too much to drink. In fact
Solinger can be called an expert on
dealing with drunks.
"If they could only see themselves
they'd be so embarassed," she said.
"It bothers me that people get so
wasted that they don't know where
they are."

Jeanne Solinger
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Her only regret is that she cant go
home for weekends. Solinger said she
is very close to her family and misses
going home to Warren to relax with

disturbances and checking residents'
I.D.S,

Solinger's duties include checking
fire alarms and extinguishers,
locking doors, looking for any

SHE SATO the only time that is
boring is between 5 and 5:30
a.m."Most of the drunks are in and
people aren't still up studying."
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WFAL manager leads hectic life
Erin rjimont
reporter
On some mornings, it takes all the
strength and energy one can muster
to roll out of bed and face a day of
classes.
However, there are many students
at the University that work in order to
help pay for the classes they attend,
sacrificing the luxury of sleep. One
such student, Keith Hastings, works
two jobs in order to make ends meet.
"I am a terrible morning person,"

"I feel sorry for some people who go through life with
a career that they really
don't like. I don't want to
go through life feeling unfulfilled. "
- Keith Hastings
be said. "I work two jobs and take 16
credit hours. I can't say that I don't
complain, just ask my roommates
and my girlfriend."
Hastings usually gets only a few
hours of sleep a night. "Then I need to
take a day and sleep 12 hours to catch
up," he said. "For what I put myself
through, I cope fairly well, yet I
wouldn't do it if I didn't love it."
Hastings is the production manager
at the campus radio station WFAL.
and a part-time weekend operator for
WLOR, a radio station in Toledo.
As production manager, he
oversees all the commercial
production at the station, in addition
to supervising a staff of 16 people.
"I TRY to pass my knowledge to

them," he said. "I help to correct and
direct the staff, and I also train new
staff members."
Hastings also has a morning show
on WFAL from 7-10 a .m. on Tuesdays.
He describes the morning format as a'
show where "the creative side, away
from the norm," is encouraged.
"The station that I work for in
Toledo is an easy listening station,"
he said. "They shoot for an audience
aged 35 and up, and their audience is
very picky. Since I sound like a 20year-old, I am not on the air as an
announcer."
He added that he does tape
occasional news spots for the station.
With all the work he puts in. one
might wonder when he finds time to
study.
"I don't have the weekends to study
like most people. I spend my
weekends in Toledo working six to 13
hours on a given weekend, he said.
"If I kept track of the hours I keep
at WFAL I am sure I would be
surprised," he said, adding that his
hours vary.
HASTINGS SAID that be studies
while on breaks in Toledo. "I am not a
studier," he admitted. "Most classes
I take very seriously. Yet, the work I
do in Toledo and at WFAL is good
practical experience.
"The grades are important, too, yet
I don't see myself banging a book
against my head to get an A when a B
or C will do," he said.
Hastings is a radio-television-film
major, yet he first attempted several
different majors.
"I was a journalism major, an RTV-F major, a business major, then
back to an R-TV-F major," he said. "I
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Keith Hastings selects a tape to be played on the air al WFAL.

wasn t really sure what I wanted to
major in, yet I have always known
that I wanted to be in radio."
He added that he does not regret his
choice, but he sometimes wishes be
had a different major.
"I feel sorry for some people who go
through life with a career that they
really don't like," he said. "I don't
want to go through life feeling
unfulfilled."
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He added that he has a split
personality.
"I am a radio person and that
person is very private," he said.
''Some people call me an extrovert,
C* those who really know me, know
11 am an introvert at heart."
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"I DON'T WANT to limit myself,"
he said. "There are opportunities to
explore. My job won't necessarily
have to be In radio, but it probably
will be."
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Three jobs, school
challenge student
by Kelly We
reparter
Spring quarter her freshman year,
Beth Bulkowski landed a job at the
desk in MacDonald North by offering
to help with the mail.
"It was lucky, I was in the right
place at the right time," said
Bulkowski.
There were a lot of people around
the desk that day waiting for their
mail and the women working there
sarcastically told the girls waiting
they could always come back and
help.
Bulkowski took the women's advice
and came back later. That led Cindy
Colvin, the former hall director, to
ask Bulkowski to substitute for people
working at the desk.
Although this job only involves
approximately six hours a week of
Bulkowski's time, she has no less than
two other part-time jobs and a IS hour
class load.
Almost two years later, she is still
working there. It is nice to "get paid
for doing homework," Bulkowski
said.
But homework is not all she does.
The beginning of the year involves
answering a lot of questions.
"MY FAVORITE question is,
'Where is the best pizza place in
town?'" Bulkowski said. She
recommends Pisanello's.
She also checks out out equipment
and answers the phone. In the
beginning of the second semester,
there are a lot of room canges so
Bulkowski rerouted the irail for those
who have moved. She also loves "to
stop guys for visitation violations."
Bulkowski, a native of Fostoria,
Ohio, also works on Saturdays at
Kaminsky Bros. Jewelers on Main
Street in Fostoria. She began working
there four years ago. She started in
sales, and said she was "always
cleaning." Now, she does some
inventory, filing, takes care of the

bridal registry and does "a lot less
cleaning. She said, with a smile, "I
really got lucky again. I had always
wanted to work there."
SHE PUT in an application in
November and was hired for toe
Chirstmas rush.
Recently, Bulkowski accepted a
third job. The senior medical
technology major was recommended
by Dr. Arthur Brecher of the
chemistry department to be a lab
assistant for Biochemistry 309. This
involves nine more hours ot her time
per week. She spends one hour
preparine for the class, throe hours in
the lab and five hours grading lab
reports.
I had had the course and done all
the labs so I knew the expectations,"
Bulkowski said.
On budgeting her time, she
commented, "I've always worked on
Saturdays so I don't count that for
study time. I get a lot done on Sunday
and I work harder the day before if I
know I'm going out. I always take
time in the afternoon to relax and
watch my soaps."

BEING BUSY is just part of Beth
Bulkowski. "I love it," she said.
Above and beyond her three jobs
and school, Bulkowski is a guardian
for a Masonic organization called
Job's Daughters in Fostoria.
Bulkowski's earnings from her jobs
are used mostly for gasoline and
recreation. She has a tuition
scholarship from Atlas Cummins
Corp. where her father is employed.
This is a four-year scholarship based
on grade-point average, activities,
income arid an interview. She also had
two other scholarships her freshman
year that were not continuous.
Bulkowski is 21, and this is her third
year at the University, but she has
senior class standing. She has also
been accepted as a medical
technology intern at Toledo Hospital
next spring semester.
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Beth Bulkowski sits at the McDonald Hall desk, where she helps out six
hours a week.

Good advice.
6) An added hint when phoning to
verify your availability Be
extremely polite in order to make an
impression. Never say to the
manager of a Mexican restaurant,
"So burrito breath, have you come to
your senses and decided that your
tocos will crumble without me?"

'.'itinued Iron' page 2
and begin W«IIJU.(. hut Damn!" Nor
is it appropriate to be too cool and say
to your new employer "you're one
lucky person, Jack."
9) To ensure security in a new job, it
is advisable to not be overly eager
your first day of work. For instance,
rearranging the inventory is
something best left to those with
experience. It is also unadvisable to
inform your superiors that they had
better watch their step or you will
have their job by next week.

7) Sportsmanship is always a
favorable trait in job seekers. Be a
sport when a company turns you down
for someone else. Never tell the
manager, "Tough luck Bozo, you
could have had the best but you
settled for the sleaze with the zits
instead." Remember, that sleaze
10) If your search for work
may not work out and though you
produces nothing, do not give up. In
were "not the first choice, you may be these times of economic recession it is
the second.
important to be creative. In doing this
it is always good to remember the
8) If you are hired for a job, always politician's creed: If there is no job
express your gratitude graciously. It that meets your qualifications...
is not neccessary to be overly excited invent one.

Resident advisers talk about job, lifestyle

by Carolyn Van Schaik
staff reprter

Students who manage to balance the academic
and social sides of college life have on occasion,
added yet another activity to their list - the job of
resident adviser.
Sarah linn, a sophomore English major, is an
R.A. in Founders Quadrangle. She said she
originally decided to apply for a position because it
provided her a chance to make a worthwhile
contribution to the University through a team
effort.
"I'm hoping that I'm doing something for this
place," she said.
Sarah said she has encountered some time
management problems since she began her job but
added that overall she is impressed with her own
time management skills.
"It was a big problem first semester trying to
find free time," she said.
But Sarah said she likes her job because she
enjoys observing the changes residents,
particularly freshmen, make throughout the year.
"IT'S NEAT to see people change from one week
to the next," she said.
Sarah added that she is pretty strict about most
policies because part of the reason she was hired
was to enforce rules.
If she suspects that someone is violating a policy,
such as the alcohol policy, she will generally "call
them on the phone to talk to them. I let them know I
have a reason to believe there's something going on
in the room."
She does not believe that issuing a written
warning is the only way to deal with a problem..
"The result is stronger sometimes when you don't
use it (the written warning)," she said adding that
"you can be really objective and they know you're
just doing your job."
According to Sarah, one of the hardest things to

do as an R.A. is to plan non-alcoholic events since
"At times, its very hard because you have a
many of her residents are under age.
factor," she said. But, she added "once you
"It (the new alcohol law) causes a lot of problems stress
get into a routine, things run smoothly."
in programming," she said.
The biggest asset Lisa has found in her job is the
Sarah said she has found a lot of good in being an
she has made this year.
R.A.. So much, in fact, that she plans to return to friends
Another R.A. not returning to his position next
Founders as an R.A. next year.
year is junior sales major Kevin Conners.
KEVIN SAID he decided to become an R.A.
ANOTHER R.A. I Jsa Davis,Junior marketing
because be was interested in the responsibility and
major, enjoys her R.A. job in Compton, but, for
leadership it offered.
various reasons, has decided not to return to the
"It looked like a chance to get a different type of
position next year.
I jsa said when she became an R.A., she "wanted responsibility and leadership, he said.
Kevin said he enjoys his position but is not
to take on a greater challenge and start taking on a
different kind of responsibility." Now, however, she returning to the Conklin staff because he wants a
chance to move off campus.
said she wants to move off-campus and enjoy a
"I'm a second year R.A. There's only so much
more private life.
challenge to a job like this," he said. "To live in a
"It's going to be my senior year and I just feel
dorm for four years means you're not getting the
that one year is enough," she said.
whole college 'experience,' he added.
Lisa said there have been good points and bad
As far as nis job goes, Kevin said it's not hard if
points to her job this year but overall, she said it
you can gain respect at the beginning of the year.
was worth it.
"The way you handle yourself toward the
"There have been a lot of tips and a lot of downs,
but overall, it has worked out," she said. I'd say it beginning of the year is the main thing," he said.
"Once you do have that respect, it takes a lot to lose
has been good; I've learned a lot."
Lisa added that she. like Sarah, is concerned with itKevin said there are things about the job that he
major infractions of tne rules and considers herself
also dislikes but "they are to be expected." He said
a disciplinarian.
"I'm lenient when it comes to mild things," she some of the University and Residence Life policies
are example of this.
said. "But when it comes to blatent violations of
policies, I crack down."
ACCORDING TO KEVIN, he to is a disciplinarian
but said he is tactful in his approach.
LISA SAID that last semester, when she was
"I'm a disciplinarian, but in a tactful way. If the
beginning her job, it was hard to confront people
guys respect your position, and what you're trying
but, since then, has learned to be more assertive.
to do, it's okay," he said.
She added that most of the late-night noise
Kevin said he decided to be an R.A. again last
problems she faced last semester have subsided
year because he "felt like I hadn't accomplished
since the newness of the "college experience" has everything I wanted to do," he said.
worn off. She does not, however, like having to tell
In making his final decision not to be an R.A. next
young women that they should act like ladies," she year, Kevin said he had to think about it a lot.
said.
"I had to consider the fact that it (the R.A.
The deadlines, planning, and counseling can also position) is a job," he said. "To find a job around
become a hassle, Lisa said.
here is not the easiest thing to do."
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Greenskeeper, guide jobs suit workers
ky Cathy PfcjffiJN
reprter
Jobs are hard to find these days - especially on a
college campus. Good jobs, enjoyable jobs, Jobs you
cannot wait to do every day seem to be a thing of the
past.
But they are not. They are out there hiding
between your basic cafeteria employment
opportunities and your ever-ordinary office clerical
work. With a little imagination and ingenuity a good
number of students have found jobs on campus that
are enjoyable and seemingly tailored to fit their
personalities.
For Glenn Shupe, a junior production major,
being a greenskeeper at the University golf course
provides a chance to earn money and be outdoors at
the same time.
"I like working outside and I enjoy golf," said
Shupe. "That's why this is such a great job. I
worked at a golf course back home so I already
knew a lot about the type of work I'd be doinghere
before I applied," Shupe said.
Shupe's past experience has enabled him to bring
some special skills to the job.
"IT REALLY helps if you understand golf," he
said. "Since I play golf and have worked at another

golf course I know the green looks and plays better
when it is cut a certain way."
snupe said his joo is not always the same each
day. His duties include cutting the green, rough,
tees and aprons, changing the cups, raking the sand
trap and watering the lawn. His job also changes
with the seasons. He works at the golf course from
raid-March until late October. During football
season he helps prepare the field and bleachers
before home games.
One thing that does not change, at least during
golf season, is the time that Shupe begins working.
"I have to be at work at sunrise," Shupe said.
"We start early in the morning so that we can be
off the course by the time the first golfers arrive to
Dlav."
WHILE SHUPE had past experience which made
it easier for him to find an enjoyable job, many
students do not have that benefit. For them, there
may be a little searching and a little luck involved
infinding the perfect Job.
"I was walking to class my freshman year and I
noticed a group of people being given a tour by a
student It looked like fun, so 1 checked it out, went
thrnuen the application process and that's how I
became a lour guide,"said George Mendes, an
MlS/accounting major.

Mendes feels our guides play a very
important part in helping students decide whether
or not to attend Bowling Green.
"How the tour goes can determine whether
students will come here or not because it's usually
their only contact with the University," Mendes
said. "Therefore, we do our best to always be polite,
cordial and tactfuL"
Tour guides also influence students through
anecdotes and personal experiences they have had
at the University.
Tours not only benefit prospective students, but
the involvement also benefits guides. Mendes, after
two years as a tour guide, now trains new guides
and coordinates tours in his new position of tour
guide assistant.
Unusual jobs like these are hiding all over
campus just waiting to be discovered by the right
person. For those interested in art.there
arepositions available as a life drawing model or
gallery installer. Students into biology should check
into employment opportunities as a herbarium
assistant or lab assistant in the biology department.
On-campus jobs range from a pianistaccompanist in the College of Musical Arts to a life
guard at the Student Recreation Center, and
students with special interests'to handle them.

Intern practices police work
JaaetPavasko
reptrter
Between the hours of eight in the morning and
eight at night, Marc Rospert is a typical University
student However, five days a week, between eight
p.m. and midnight, his role of i
into that of a police officer.
Rospert, a senior law enforcement major, is
currently employed by Campus Safety and Security
as an auxiliary officer.
"My contract is a probationary two-year
contract," Rospert said. "This means that I am
watched more than the average officer, but I
perform the same duties."
Rospert, who eventually hopes to work with the
FBI or the IRS, said that he has no idea why he
wanted to major in law enforcement.
"I've known since sophomore year in high school
that this would be my major,"he said. "I really
don't know if it was due to watching too much
Adam-12 or Hawaii Five-O."
According to Rospert, who has been working at
the University since mid-July, he had to go through
two different types of basic training before he could
wear the University uniform.
"THIS SUMMER I spent ten weeks at the Ohio
Highway State Patrol Training Academy, where
upon graduation I met all state requirements for a
police officer," Rospert said. "Then I had to pass a
48 hour pre-basic training class held in Findlay."
Rospert said during his training, he would drive
around campus memorizing parking lots and
classroom assignments.
"I drove around in plain clothes, wearing nothing
identifiable except a radio and my keys. I finally
got to wear a uniform on August 17th," he said.
Rospert said his contract also requires that he be

full-lime student carry at least 12 credit hours
and, unlike other jobs, he cannot study while on
duty.
According to Rospert, the Campus Safety and
Security program has been around for about three
or four years, and is set up in conjunction with the
criminal justice department.
"After I applied tor the job, I also had to take a
psychological test, as well as medical and physical
tests "he said. "I also took the city test (Civil
Service Exam) but did not score high enough to
obtain a city police job."
Rospert said he has problems dealing with the
title of Campus Safety and Security.
"STUDENTS don't seem to realize that r.<! are
police officers, which makes it tough for me,"he
said. "Students tend to look at us... as security
guards in a K-Mart."
Rospert said he also feels students have two
misconceptions, one being that the officers sit
around waiting for the phone to ring, and the other
being they tend to over-react.
"We don't wait for the phone to ring, we are
always on the road," he said. "We hurry when the
need arises, but we don't race with flashing lights to
an expired parking meter."
Rospert said that his basic reason in applying for
this Job was that he could be on campus and with
students.
"One thing I would like to do is improve the
relationship between University police and
students, "be said. It bothers me to think they don't
realize we are to help them, and in turn they help
us."
Rospert said be also maintains strict policy
concerning arrests.
"IF A STUDENT does something that merits an
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Marc Rospert
arrest, it will stand," he said. "Students are lucky
in the fact that we try to send them to Standards
and Procedures, where the city police will usually
make an arrest."
According to Rospert most of the people who
know him are not intimidated by his job.
"They will sometimes kid around saying they
cant do this or that because I'll arrest them," he
said. "But so far none of my friends are in jail."
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PUTTI
START OFF WITH A COUPLE OF TALL ONES.
Red Auerbach

